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BANKERS

tive field for investment, with the
tax approximately
twice as
heavy, with a mortality as great and
subject to a much greater variation
than that of the Individual Insurance'
company as now conducted, how can
we hope for cheaper life insurance
from this source."
"The petitioners for this measure
have publicly stated that the exten
sion of the functions of the savings
banks to cover industrial life Insur
ance was because the confidence In
which the savings banks are held in
the community would make for. the
success of Its entirely extraneous business. It seems to me that the trustees of a savings bank would have no
more moral right to use that good will
In exploiting this proposed business
than they would have to use the more
tangible assets of the bank."
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Pittsburg. Sept. 24. George W.
Reavers, formerly of the postoffice
department, who was sentenced to Imprisonment in connection with postal
frauds severul years ago, was released
from
the penltuntlary at
Moundsvllle, W. Va., tonight.

MINNESOTA ATTORNEY

raí UE
TARÍFF

Former President Accused of Brings Action in State Court to
Lumberman Charged With Murder Republican
Policies Torn to
Borrowing Company's MonEnforce Rate Law in Spite Let Oil With MuiisliuiKliler Verdict.
Pieces by Missouri's Brilliant
of Federal Injunction Issued Chicago, Sept. 24. Amasa C. Campey Without Security; Saved
Young Governor in Address
bell, a wealthy lumber merchant of
From Disgrace by Directors,
Monday,,
Antlgo, Wis., who killed Dr. Benjamin F. Harris, in the Stock Exchange
at Nashville Banquet,
Chicago. Sept. 24. Startling alle
gations are made in 'a letter given out
tonight by J. T. Hurahan, president of
the Illinois Central Railroad company,
and' addressed to the stockholders oí
that company. The leUer is a speedy
retort to the letter of Stuyvesunt tsn.
which was published today criticising
the administration of Hurahan, who
succeeded to the presidency of the Il
linois Central when Fish was ousted
lurahan's letter
by the directors.
suys:
"The statement In a circular letter
Issued by Mr. Fish to the stockholders
and published today that the Illinois
Central accounts huve been padded or
in any way manipulated ure absolutely
He knows that there has
untrue.
been no change whatever in the rela
tions of the Illinois Central with the
Pacific.
Union Paclllc and Southern
The resolutions presented by him
some weeks ago to the board of direc
tors making these charges, were referred to the accounting, traffic and
operating officers and their reports
which were transmitted by me to th,!
board of directors show that th
charges are utterly groundless and
that the accounts have been kept
as they were under Mr. Fish's
administration, and that the relations
with all competing lines are the same
His referas before his retirement.
ence to the alleged' domination by the
Union Pacific is merely an effort to
play upon what he supposes to be current prejudice and to further his Interests, und should not deceive u,ny

St. Taul, Sept. 24. Attorney Gen
eral Young today obtained from the
county court a writ of mandamus directed against the Northern Pacific
Railroad company, to compel it to
comply with the commodity rate law,
the operation of which was enjoined
by Judge Lochren of
the United
States court yesterday. The railroud
LochJudge
probably
will
ask
officials
ren for an order citing Attorney General Young for contempt of the United
States court. If the attorney general
is declared in contempt, a writ of habeas 'corpus will be Issued, and the
matter taken to the United States
supreme court for final decision as to
the state's right to regúlate rates.

ly

St. Louis, Sept. 24. In a fire in a
rooming house on Morgan street today, three women were seriously injured in escaping from the upper windows.
Miss Grace Slocutn attempted
to lower her sister Nellie from a second story window with a blanket, but
Nellie lost her hold und fell headlong
to the pavement, fracturing her skull.
Grace jumped from the window, fracturing both ankles.
Mrs. Nellie Gllsoni with her
daughter Lulu In her arms,
leaped from the same window. The
child was nyt hurt, but, .the, mother
suffered Internal injuries. ' '

"The attack made by Mr. Fish upon
the character of his fellow directors
and upon the operating, accounting
and traffic officers of the company,
warrants a full statement to the stock
holders of the reasons why Mr. Fish
was not entrusted with the continued
management of the property. I enclose herewith a copy of a letter addressed by eight directors of the company to Mr. Fish under date of November 1, 906, ;ctU: forth specifically' some' or the relsons why fihey'
as
would not vote for hk
president. There wee other reasons of
controlling character which were referred to In general terms, but out of
consideration for Mr. Fish they were
not specially mentioned In that letter. "The most conspicuous of these Is
that while Mr. Fish was president .of
your company, and as such virtually
custodian of Its treasury, he loaned
himself as an Individual about $1,500
000 from the treasury of the company
ipon security of his own selection.
nd
which proved to be inadequate
Mr. Fish being unable
unmarketable.
to repay the loan or to satisfactorily
secure It, after various consultations
among his friends on the board of directors and negotiations designed for
the payment of the Indebtedness and
the protection of the credit of the
company, as well as Mr. Fish's reputation. After It wps demonstrated
thut Mr. Fish was unable to reimburse the company, a director Individually loaned him the money necessary to repay the company. In order
to secure this loan, Mr. Fish pledged
not only the unmarketable collateral
above mentioned, but also conveyed
his residence In the city of New York,
and his undivided Interest In the estate of the late Hamilton Fish. Out
of consideration for Mr. Fish such
conveyances were not placed on record. The director making the loan
carried It for several years, until Mr.
Fish was able to liquidate it. Furthermore, Mr. Fish, who was a member of the executive committee of the
Trust Company of the Republic, and
very active In Its affairs, deposited a
large amount of money of the Illinois
Central Railroad company with that
Institution after its credit was seriously Impaired, and, although this was
ultimately collected, the process required several months, and during
that time the risk was a cause of
grave anxiety to the directors. Moreover, he loaned to the president of the
Trust Company of the Republic Individually, money of the Illinois Central
railroad upon Inadequate securities,
with the result that the railroad company was unable to collect the full
amount and suffered a serious loss. It
is due to the officers and directors,
whose motives and conduct have been
Impugned, and to the stockholders to
whom Mr. Fish has addressed the appeal based upon his charges, that
these facts should be known."

Tammuny I'uder Assaulted.
New York. Sept. 24. John J. Donley, member of Tammany hall, who
Is seeking the democratic leadership
assembly district
of the twenty-thir- d
In the primaries today, was assaulted
when on his way home early this
morning by unknown persons, and
sustained a fractured skull and possibly Internal Injuries.
.

OREWARTALK
CENTRAL
AMERICA
CABRERA THREATENS TO

'SPOIL PEACE CONGRESS
Troublesome Guatemelan Pres
ident Seeks to Influence
President of Adjoining State
Despite Recent Agreement.
Rerlln, Sept. 24. According to official Information received here today,
president Cabrera, of Guatemala, has
notified President Davilu, of Honduras, that Guatemala will support Man's
uel Ronllla, of Honduras, In the
efforts to regain the presidency
of Honduras. This, the official advices
add, Is taken to mean that a war between Guatemala and Honduras will
likely begin immediately.
lat-ter-

SKKKIXO ALLY AGAINST

.MKXICAX AGGRl'KNIOV

Washington, Sept. 24. The underlying cause for the action of Guatemala In trying to Influence Honduras
In the selection of a president In the
coming election Is suid to be President Cabrera's desire to Insure an ally
his position against
to strengthen
Mexico, whJch government he fears Is
likely to pursue Its efforts to secure
the punishment of Guatemalan officials charged with participation In the
assassination of a former president In
Mexico City.
Reports of Guatemala's

ye,

UPHILL JOB
Officials

of Old Time Independents Tell Their Troubles
at Hearing in New York,

e

New York.' Sept.-'24Accountants
of the Standard till compuny finally
audited the books of the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company of Missouri after
1!)U0, when Its name disappeared from
the list of companies controlled by the
Standard, according to Wade Hampton, general auditor of the Standard
fill company, who testified today In
the government suit against the oil
company. In 100 the Waters-Pierc- e
(HI company was prohibited from doing business in Texas under the antitrust law. because of its relations
with the Standard. The Waters-Pierc- e
company was reorganized and the
stock held by the Standard was sold.
Testimony has previously been adduced that Charles Pratt, secretary of

the Standard oil company, bought
the stock und hud held It for the
Standard or its interests. Hampton
testified today that he hud sent expert uccountants to the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil compuny to audit the books at the
request of the officers of the company.
Attorney Kellogg produced a
letter sent by witness to one of the ofcompany,
ficials of the Waters-Pierc- e
stating that the accountant was on his
way and for reasons which he would
understand his name had better be
put on the pay roll of the Waters-Pierc- e
company until the accounting
was completed, Hampton said he had
forgotten what the reasons were that
he mentioned In his letter.
The troubles of the oil firm Of
Lombard & Ayres In the early seventies was an Interesting feature of the
day's hearing. Lombard said he had
met difficulties In obtaining tank cars
to ship oil, and the company experienced difficulty In competing wlflj the
Standard, which, he suld, was receiving rebates from tank lines. He hud
two conferences with A. J. Cassatt, of
the Pennsylvania railroad, but was
told thut the rebates which were given
the Standard did not amount to much.
Cassatt, the witness said, suggested
that his difficulty would doubtless
cease If he united the I.emburd company with the Standard. Lombard testified that he hud a conference with
Coldn, I Thomas Scott, president of the
Pennsylvania rullroud. In which he
was told the Lombard company was
getting all the tank cars It could obtain under the allotment. Colonel
Scott, according to the witness, said
the Pennsylvania railroad would not
haul tank cars built by the Iyombard
company. Scott also expressed the
Ayres
opinion that the Lombard
comniny would do well to unite with
the Standard.
Anthony N. Hrndy. of Albany, today
told bow the Manhutlun Oil company
of Ohio was sold to the Ixindon comHrady suld he hud no bleu
pany.
when the sale was made that the company was going into the hands of the
Standard Oil compuny,

activity In
Honduras politics have hastened to a
conclusion the negotiations toward assembling the peace conference In
Washington next November.
With the recent signature of the
Central American peace protocol, both
the United States and Mexico believe
averted.
the danger of an outbreak
The protocol binds ihR.purtles to It to
any
movement
that
refrain from
might disturb the status quo and
thus endanger the success of the pro- KANSAS SEEKS TO
jected conference, and as officials here
IH
RIVER DISPUTE
feel that any attempt by Guatemala
to Interfere with the Internal affairs
of another sovereign state would be In
Sent. 24. Attorneys
violation of that protocol. It Is not ...Topeka. n Kus..
t.wlnv
......., In
... lha mil" ttlth the
doubted here that the movement In l, lllllin Colorado
over the use of the
of
favor of Honllla will be kept within state
Arkansas river water ror irrigation
the bounds of propriety.
to itbU the Mimreme
court for a rehearing on the grounds
FORMERWfoFSAXON
that the court old noi u,s mo, conKING IN BAD PLIGHT sideration the proper evidence In the
previous hearing.
1

Workmen lüiloinltcd In Sewer.
Charleston. W. Va.. Sept. 24. A gns
explosion occurred today In a big
sewer being constructed hy the city,
and four workmen are said to have
been caught. Fire Is burning In th
24.
It 'Is reported
Vienna, Septsewer and It seems Impossible to resof Monllurnoso
Countess
the
here
that
alive.
workmen
cue the
Is expected to give birth to a rlilld In
retreat,
Gallup Men Die In Mbwonrl.. .,. the near future nt some safe
anxious
Mo., Kept. 24. Charles and It Is believed that she Is expected
Clinton,
Weldemeyer, proprietor of several to marry the father of her is addIndian store sf Gallup and other child, ToNclliu, a musician.
huve already
places In New Mexico, died here lust ed that arrangement
beet) concluded between the Saxon
night, aged forty-eig.
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$60,000

WOMEN LEAP FROM
BURNING BUILDING

one.

Wreck Survivors Brought Home.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 24. Bearing
Captain Murchlson and 253 survivors
of the recently wrecked ship John
Currier, In Alaskan waters, the United
States cutter Thetis reached Port
Townsend today. The cutter suffered
damage to her steering gear and was
compelled to make the voyage under
her Jury rudder. She proceeded wlth-thsurvivors to Seattle.

building here last winter and whose
defense was the "unwritten luw"
found mercy at the hands of the Jury, SHOULD BE REVISED BY
which found him guilty of manslaughter in Judge Wlnde's court here to
ITS BITTEREST FOES
night. Accompanying the verdict was
a recommendation by the jury that
punishment be fixed at one year if
Only
the penitentiary, the minimum penalty Individual
Selfishness
allowed by luw. The finding was
i (inched
niter eight hours discussion
Excuse for the Dingley Law
in the jury room.
Which Never Did Protect
BANK CASHIER SHORT

Baton Rouge, La., Sept. 24. Oscar
Kondert, formerly cashier of the
Law.
Pennsylvania
To Test
Kate
Fjrst National bank here, Is missing,
Philadelphia, Sept. 24. The Phila- while the federal court officers are
delphia und Reading and the Pennsyl- searching fir him with u warrant
vania Railway companies announced charging him with u defalcation of
today that during October the round xsu.iiimi.
trip fare rate within the state of
It is alleged the shortage was disPennsylvania will remain the same as covered u month ago, but Kondert and
at present pending the decision on the his friends made good the greater part
constitutionality of the two cent fare of the loss.
which goes into effect on October 1.
.'.
In Instances where the fare exceeds
two cents a mile, the rute will he reduced to two cents.

Mr.

V--

count and countess hy whicft she will
send her daughter, Princess Anne
Monlcupia, to Dresden, and'ln return
she will receive her full allowance
from the court which otherwise might
have been stopped on her remarriage.

CONVICT POSTOFFICE
OFFICIAL RELEASED

II REPLY

INCREASE

cross-examin-

V

Br Currier,

.Moniidsvllle

Cotton Production ami Consumption,
Washington, Sept. 24.
RÁISE OF 2c AN HOUR
LAWS FOR AGITATION bureau reported today thatTheforcensus
the
year ending August 31 last, 5,296,783
running bales of cotton were taken by
manufacturers,
compared Decision of Commerce CommState Control of Savings In- American
with 4,820,890. for last year and
issioner-Affects
bales were consumed, comThree
SuppleUrged,
stitutions
pared with 4.909,479 last year. Manufacturers' stock at the close of the
Thousand Employes of the
mented by General Super- year
was 996,279 bales, compared
year.
688,312
The active
with
last
Roads in the West,
vision by the Government,
cotton spindles numbered 26,242,407,
compared with 25,250,096 last year.
Denver, Sept. 24. Yardmen In the
Atlantic City N. J., Sept. 24. P.
employ of railroads from the Missouri
Le Hoy Harwood.
treasurer of the RECEIVERS FOR NEW
YORK SURFACE ROADS river to the Pacific coast will have
Mariner's' Savings bank of New Lonadded to their October pay checks the
don, Conn., In an address today on
postal savings bank at the convention
two cent differential which caused the
New York, Sept. 24. Federal Judge
of the savings bank section of the
Lacome today appointed Adrian Jolein strike of the yard and road men on
deAmerican Bunkers' association,
clared that the strongest demand for and Douglas Robinson receivers for the Colorado ahd Southern railroad
postal savings banks comes from sec- the New York City Railway company and threatened to tie up the whole
tions where Improper and Inadequate on the Joint application of creditors western country. E. Clark, a member
state laws have permitted dishonest and officials of the company.
The New York City railway Is one of the Interstate commerce commisbankers and Irresponsible banking Inwho was selected by the railroads
stitutions to betray their trust. As a of the numerous corporations formed sion,
and-meto arbitrate the question of
corrective agency and one which In the various mergers of traction, and granting an
over the
might obviate the necessity of estab- subway lines in this city. The City recent Denveradditional cent
by which the
lishing a system of postal savings Railway company guarantees certain road agreed tosettlement
a one cent differential,
dividends on Metropolitan Street railbanks, Mr. Harwood suggested:
been decided Id favor of the men.
"I have thought for some years way stocks. These dividends amount hasThe
decision means an Increase of
that some sort of general governmen to about $3,640,000 per year, and It $5 a month
wages to each yard
tal supervision of savings institutions Is estimated that the street railways man. About in
three thousand men are
would be a good idea. Hy this, I do have fallen $2,000,000 a year short of benefited.
not mean that the government should the earnings required to pay the diviassume direct charge or supervision dends. Ever since the consolidation
of the banks themselves, but rather a of the surface, elevated and subway STREET CAR OFFICIAL ON
general oversight and advisory attl lines of this city under the name of
comtude toward the state governments the Interborough-Metropollta- n
TRIAL FOR BRIBERY
which should, by all means, have the pany, it has been understood the subway
and elevated lines were more than
direct supervision of the banks In
their territory. This would have the holding their own, but that the sur- Former Ran Frunclso Supervisor on
effect, perhaps of bringing about bet face Unes operated by the MetropoliHtaiiil Admits Perjury.
ter und more uniform investment laws tan Interborough company were not
divifixed
charges
earning
and
their
and better examination and supervision of the bunks where today each dends.
San Francisco, Sept. 24. Former
state has Its own methods of han-- 1
Supervisor Thomas F. Lonergan was
dling this business, some good, some
the stand today when the
poor. The expense to the government THRILLING EXPERIENCE OF called to
trial of Tierney U Ford., charged with
would be so small as to hardly b
SHIPWRECKED SAILORS bribery In behalf of the United rail
worth mentioning. The cost to this
roads, was resumed la Superior Judge
government of postal savings banks
Lawlor's court. His examination was
would undoubtedly he very great. The
New York, Sept. 24. The story of conducted by Francis J. Heney.
savings banks of this country are
In response to questions he told how
wreck of the American bark Prusthe
expense
an
at
annual
of about
on the bleak Staten island, off thfl he received $4.000 of bribe money
h
of one per cent per dollar of sia
of Terra del Fuego, is thrlling. from former Sunervlsor Gallagher.
deposits, and It Is extremely doubtful coast
at
Lonergan was
of the crew have been landed here
if this could be matched by the gov- Six
a steamer from Montevideo, four length by Attorney Karl Rogers. He
ernment, even after many years of by
perished, and three of the seaman are admitted having declared under oath
operation.
A
great disadvantage
at Puntas Arenas, Patagonia. that he had not received compensawhich has repeatedly been brought to stranded
Prussia
The
sailed from Norfolk tion for voting for the trolley fran
attention is the fuct that the money with a cargo of coal for
San Fran- chise ordinance, and when asked
may
be deposited with the govwhich
On a cold and stormy night In whether when this was taken In con
ernment Is immediately taken away cisco.
the bark went ashore and broke necuor, wtui ihh yrewtjiii tvmciiix u
from the locally to which It belong June
- rtiui hW . the strip
up. Kleven-ntewan not evident. tba.t Jie .committed
and that locality deprived of Its use of sand bordering the
Islond, the high perjury. ñe said: "1 suppose so, out l
In development of Its business
and cliffs burring escape Inland. Two of will not give false testimony.
property. This, of Itself, ts a most
men tried to cross the mountains.
serious objection. The western or the
One of these froze to death, and the
southern community, to which the other returned to the party with
his
postal savings bank idea would ap- feet badly frost bitten, A boat was
peal, needs all Its moneys tor its own laboriously built from the wreckage
development and use. This money and In this three men reached New
should be gathered together and Year's island, thirty miles distant.
loaned back to the communities op The suffering men left behind on the
mortgages and notes. The rapid de- windswept beach
were afterward
velopment of the eastern states has taken off, two
of them dying as a
been due In no small part to this prln-- 1 result of their terrible experience be
cipie, ana the west and south should fore reaching land.
not be deprived of these advantages.
It Is necessary, therefore to devise
some plan for keeping this money NOTED BEAR HUNTERS TO
near home. The mutual savings bank
ACCOMPANY ROOSEVELT
' of the east Is perhaps considered th
ideal savings bank and the process of
building up these Institutions is simLake Providence, La., Sept. 24.
ple in the extreme. Were the workings of these institutions better un- The proposed bear hunt of President
derstood, they would no doubt meet Roosevelt will be mude in East Carwith favor in all parts of the country, roll parish, opposite Alsatla station,
and a government savings bank com- on the Iron Mountain railroad. Sevmission could be of great service In eral noted beur hunters of this parish GOVERNMENT CHARGES
spreading information of this kind have been on the ground more than a
month preparing a place for the camp,
wherever there seems to be a desire cutting
WHOLESALE CONSPIRACY
tracks, etc.
for savings depositaries."
Mr. Harwood. In concluding his
offered a resolution providing SEATTLE TRUNK MYSTERY
Former Governor Frank Steu- e
that the association appoint a
STILL BAFFLES POLICE '
to Investigate the question of
nenburg, Victim of Assassin's
postal savings banks. In a limited territory und the desirability and scupe
Bomb, Accused of Planning
of a government savings bank com- ICx pressman Found Who Relieves He
l
Hauled
;rl's Hod y
mission.
to Water Front.
to Loot Public Domain,
The New Massachusetts Law.
Alfred L. Alkon. treasurer of the
Worcester County Institution for SavSeattle, Wash., Sept. 24. Less than
ings, of Worcester, Mass., described
Rolse, Sept. 24. The task of em
the new law passed by the Massachu- a month ago Mrs. Agnes Covington, paneling the Jury to try Senator Bo
in
pn
was
body
a trunk
found
setts legislature, permitting the estab- whose
rah, charged with timber land frauds,
was completed In the United States
lishment of a life Insurance depart- the beach at Alkl Point Sunday morning,
Kotkins,
Adu
told
her
Miss
friend,
by
savings
court
ment
this morning.
banks. Commenting
that she loved Charles Hurllson betthereon, he said:
The government accepted only men
"I am obliged to confess that I can ter than she did her husband, Frank who declared that the senator s exalt
see no merit In It beyond that of In- Covington.
ed position would hot deter them from
Hurllson and Covington were warm dealing out exact and equal justice as
genuity. Perhaps as a savings bank
friends. Both are missing and the between him and the government of
official and therefore fairly conservative In my point of view, I am timid police are seeking (or them In the the United States.
In welcoming such an innovation, but hope of finding a clue to the murder.!
The opening address to the Jury on
It seems to me that it Is very desira- An expressman Informed the police tobehalf of the United States was made
ago
was
sumday
two
weeks
he
at the afternoon session by Mr. Burch
about
ble that the savings banks, which are
the banks of the thrifty moned to the hotel, where the murder of Detroit, special representative of
wage enrner, should be kept free from Is thought to have been committed, the attorney general of the United
any undct taking that is In a measure nd removed a trunk to the dock. Two States. He dwelt at length on the de
speculative and experimental, as the men accompanied him and he assisttails of the charges as set forth In the
suvlngs bank Insurance pin, even by ed thtm In placing the trunk aboard Indictments that of conspiracy to de
anfraud the government out of timber
its friends, is admitted to be. The u vessel. The trunk referred to
entrance upon any experimental field swered the description of the one In lands by Inducing persons to make
body
whs found.
fulse entries and asserted that the
would be looked upon with great sus- which the
ti
prosecution was without malice, but
picion by all clusses of depositors and
feeling
a
would create
the law should he carrier out without
Insane Mother Murders Her lluhe.
of. distrust
Berwhich has heretofore been conspicufear or favor to the end that no guilty
Ruffalo. N. Y., Sept. 2
Mr. Burch de
years, man should escape.
ous by Its absence. My doubts as to tha Mund, nged twenty-seve- n
the success of the plan, would per- early todny strangled her three chil- clared that former Governor Frnnk
haps be less clearly defined had I been dren, Christopher, aged eight; Helen, Sleunenberg was one of the leading
ablo to find a single life Insuranr
aged two, and Freda, aged eight members of the conspiracy, and had
expert who believed for one mlnule months, to death. She then went to openly stated that he was Interested In
yards, obtaining tlmher lamia oy causing oin
Pennsylvania railroad
that the plan would succeed or had I the
found the treasurer of a single larga where her husband, Frederick Mund, ers to enter claims for his benefit. He
employed,
bank who en- - Is
and active savings
and Informed htm. She Induced others to go In with him
.......
..
..
l. - Mil II
i
of those approached being the
i one
i
vtun nijrnicu.
Ulll.
tioineu ton
Mr. Aiken said the attempt of the
The woman had been 111 with ner present governor of Idaho, Frank R.
British postofllce to carry on a life vousness, but had never prior to this Gooding. Mr. Burch adnrilted that no
Insurance business was unsuccessful. morning manifested any signs of men- reflection could be cust on Governor
Gooding as the governor had declined
The results there, he said, were- posi- tal derangement.
to go Into the deal.
tively laughable to the Insurance men
and must discourage the optimist who
'''larrcl In Veteran Orgnnlwiilon.
bank.,.
longs for the savings Insurance
Washington, I). ('., Sept. 24. Na- YESTERDAY'S
MAJOR
Continuing, he said:
tional Commander Kdwln Brown, of
exone
LEAGUE RESULTS
the Army and Navy union, last night
"There really can be but
cuse for this measure, namely, the appeared at a meeting of Theodore
Inmay
cheaper
provide
It
garrison
suspended
hope that
Roosevelt
the
and
surance for the average wage earner; garrison for refusing to recognize R.
American 1engue.
Philadelphia. 3
but It seems to me that there Is no C. Oalbrallh, whom he had appointed
At Philadelphia:
commander of the Chicago, i.
substantial ground for such a hope. an department
In all our larger centers of population Washington garrison, (leneral Brown
At New York; New York, 4; Cleve
and It Is only there that small Insur- carried the garrison's charter away land, 2.
ance companies can live. It will cost with him.
At Washington: Washington, 3; St
Louis, 10.
the Insured as much to get his preby
own
effort Three Drowned In launch Explosion.
his
mium to the buril
At Boston: Boston, 8; Detroit, 8.
mNmihI
as would be his contributiva share I (Inlllpolls. Ohio, Sept. 24. A gaso
In the salary of the collector proAt Cincinnati; Cincinnati, 10; Bosline tank on the yacht Blanche exploded lust night while a party of ton, 4.
vided by the compuny.
St. Ivmls. 1; Brookmen were on board on
"The Investments of this savlngf twenty-tw- o
At St. Louis:
bank are- restricted just as are tho.m the Ohio liver. AH were thrown into lyn. Í.
Pittsburg, 0; New
of the savings bank proper. The scope the water. John K. Kdwiircls, drugAt Pittsburg:
of the competing life Insurance com- gist; K. H. Brake. First National bunk York, I.
t
pany Invent merit Is much wider; Its cashier, and J. Willis, postmaster
At Chicago:
as great. Harrison, were drowned. All of the rnm postponed on ancnuiit of cold
tuxes are alwiut one-haremunera
weather.
Willi a narrower and less
dead men are survived by families.
1
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Army Veteran a Suicide.
Cleveland. Oblo, Sept. 24 C. H.
Parish, of Wnbnsh, Ind., colonel of
the one Hundred and Third Indiana
volunteers In the, civil war. who was
breveted brigadier general for gallant
service at the buttle of Nashville,
suicide in a lmlglnv house here
last night by taking morphine.
coin-milt-

Workmen, Declares Speaker

Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 24. Governor J. W. Folk, of Missouri, a native of Tennessee, was the guest of
honor today In Nushvllle, whose home-comeure assembled from every part
of the United States for a week of reunion and celebration. Tonight at the
Duncan hotel at a banquet tendered
him by the Commercial club of Nash
ville, Governor Folk discussed the Is
sues of the day. Mr. Folk suid:
The subject of Governor Folk of
Mhsourl was "Democratic Ideals." He
said:
The prospect for the success of
democratic ideas was never brighter
Ideas I
than now. By democratic
mean those principles embraced In the
expression, "equul rights to all, special
privileges to none." This muxlm oí
Jefferson expresses every essential element of reul democracy. With this
rule for our guidance we cannot lose
our course or be led Into the quicksands of dishonor or despair. With
this axiom as our chart the infamies
of privilege in every form can be dephrase sounds
stroyed. Jefferson's
simple, but it has taken generations
for men to attain a practical understanding Of Its wisdom and Justice. It
uppiies to the conditions today with
even greater force thun when It wus
of
tlrst announced by the father
democracy. A political revival is going
nil over the land today on this subject.
ilT" beginning to awaken
to a realization' of the fact ihnl the
government of city, stute and nation
belongs to them, und that they can
take the government Into their own
hands whenever they wish. This Is
the ideal the democratic party stands
for the rule of the people for the
people Is opposed to government by
u class for u doss.
The elimination of special privileges Is the paramount Issue before
the people of this country the special privilege of lawlessness; the special privilege conferred by law, and
A
the special privilege of monopoly.
few years ago the privilege of lawlessness was defended: but the people
were awakened to the fact that lawlessness Is not government, and that
lawlessness destroys the will of the
people.
From one end of the land
to the other the public conscience now
demands the enforcement of the people's luw against high and low, rich
and poor; thut no man should be
above the law, whatever his class,
whatever his creed, or whatever his
wealth. This public conscience having seen that the privilege of lawlessness Is destructlveness of the liberties of a few people, has rendered
Now It has commenced
it obnoxious.
to assail the deeper evil of privileges
conferred by law.
The elimination of unjust privileges
conferred by law Is a moral question.
Any privilege la a graft, whether It a
privilege exercised contrary to luw
or one that the law Itself may give, A
tariff so arranged as to create monopoly and to give a few people the
privileges of preying on tho rest of
the people Is legalized graft. Considered from this standpoint, the tariff Is
a moral question. Indeed, every governmental question of right In a sense
Is a moral question. In that It Is a
question of right and wrong. Hut as
an economic question merely, a monopoly tariff Is Indefensible under the
conditions that exist today.
In the early days of our country,
and even within recent years, the
trade territories of our Industries
were confined to the bound.ulii of
county, state, or at the utmost of Hie
United States.
'
The world is now the bn
of our great Industries. They sell in
competition with nil the world abroad,
and have no right to ask that they be
protected from comvctltion at home.
New Inventions huve annihilated time
and space. The different nations of
the world are now closely connected
In point of time and communication.
As the nation Increases in population
and power, as time and space continue to be annihilated, so must our
commerce broaden. We cannot always sell nhroHil
and never buy.
Trade restrictions abroad create trade
retaliations at home, which even now
are being felt. In order to give us
an outlet for our enormous productions. It Is necessary thill there be
reciprocal trude relations with the
lending tuitions.
lawful commerce
needs no special privileges to promote
It.
It wants only freedom of opportunity to exercise Its faculties and employ Its resources.
Á monopoly tariff Is not necessary
to protect the American worklngniHii;
was never intended to do so, and has
never had that result. It Is
that a tariff equal to the difference between the cost of labor In this
country and abroad Is necessary to
keep wages of Ameiirsn laborers on
their present basis, then American
goods could not compete with Kuro-pea- n
goods, for us the American laborer receives more, the American
products could not be sold HI llie
same price its tho-- e made by cheaper
Kuiopean inhor.
What are the facts? All lln great
factories of American now sell In
ciimpeiltlon .with the entire world
nlitoad. The handiwork or the more
skilled end better paid A met ii rm
rs

b--
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borer is now sold abroad In competi- live and labor upon the earth that federal government, in. licensing the
tion with the leaser paid European la. Ood has given to all, and to enjoy un- sale of intoxicating Ihiuors in suites
borer without decreasing twthe leant restricted and untrammeled the gainj and counties where such sale is made
degree the wa? or the American
Thli
illegal by local enactment,
of honest toil.
The law of supply and demand
Another question the democratic should be stopped, for it is an interALBUQUERQUE.
NEW MEXICO
the price of labor. The av- party should make as an Issue Is the ference with the local
erage American laborer In worth mor-tha- right of the states in all mutters not of the states that Is not warranted and
Capita! ud Surplm. $100.000.00.
the Hverage foreign laborer be- delegated to the federal government. cannot be defended upon any reasoncause he Is better educated and can When the states came together
In able ground.
accomplish better result In a shorter convention to form a "mere perfect
No greater mission can be in store,
time. He competes with the world union" ach was as independent anil for the democratic party than to pretoday because their la nothing to pre- sovereign as Italy or Germany Is to- serve the states from the destructive
INTEREST ALLOWED ON (SAVINGS DEPOSITS
vent foreign labor from coming here day. For the common good und for encroachments on their power. While
and what he manufactures I nold the federal goverment, reserving, how- this Is the greatest nation in the world
abroad In competition with that samu ever, to the people of the states all it will commence to decay when the
labor. Labor ask no largesse of the powers not so delegated. The federal
of the states, the
tote. It wants but freedom of oppor- government derives Its
H rw
authority sources of l:s strength, is taken away,
i
i
tunity t have and to enjoy and ti wholly from the people of the states,
We are approaching the period in
exchange the products of its handi- and beyond this express grant of au- - which the people's rights are to be
Of the Directors and Officers of this bank is to establish a
and that necessarily implied fined and observed as they never haw
craft. The protective tariff cannot
b for the Iwnetlt of the workingman. from it cannot justly go. The states been before. The next few years will
reputation, for safety and conservatism and to accept no
are limited only by their constitutions be distinguished as the time In which
Then for whose benefit
It? There
proposition
involving risk in order to make an extensive
a tariff, of 130 per cent on oil for the and by the power conferred on th'iithe industrial problems will be solved.
benefit of the Standard Oil company, leueral government.
Many Instance unjust privileges destroyed, and the BONAPARTE- MAKES GOOD
showing
,
Although this name company sells
have arisen of late where the author- doctrine of equal rights fixed In naAGREEMENT OF MOODY
all over the world and lor less than ity of the states to make and entone tional policies and in the conscience .
speculative ventto underwrite
Under
condition
no
"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"
,it is sold here. We tax hide to ham-p- Just and reasonable laws has
been
f mankind. There are some who see
ures, or schemes to "get rich quick."
the shoe and leather industry, and limited or taken away. The rulo .danger to our institutions in the agi'
pfly higher prices for our shoes for lias always he n held that he pre nation resulting from the exposures of Requests .the Federal Court to
Never losing sight of the fact that they are trustees
the benefit of the Peef trust. We tax ?umpi i ui is In favor of the overeign. wrongdoing in official and business
uteel rails and obstruct the develop- faws have always been presumed to life. 1 do not share this view. To my
Hiccha rrro fírcmrl
litrv
Pollori
of
a sacred trust and always ready to give an account
I
LluvnuIKU UIUIIW JUI T UUIIU IBSI fln Oía niA ill
ment of our transportation facilities be good until found to be had. Ui'de-- 1 mind the hope for the perpetuity of
f lyov rnnnAn in
'
"
was
new
of their stewardship.
doctrine state siiu(o- are this government by the people
for the benefit of the steel trust. We the
to Probe Rebates For Which!
tax wood pu!p and hamper the print- suspended upon mere application of 'never brighter than now. The peo-- a
we oner a itvv
at
naiiu
railroad or some other inicien un- - pie are learning that if they do not
ing business by the Increase In the
Standard Was Fined,
cost of paper for the benefit of the til It is held good or bad. The effect of control special interests, that special
of our special inducePaper trust. As If to add insult to this practice is to place In the hands interests will control them. lt Is the
AMU QUKKQI E.
in jay, these trusts In almost every of special Interests power to veto M.y evil in business that is being assailed,
high
whereby
the
ments
Chicago,
24.
Sept.
GenerAtt6rney
Instance sell their products, for less In state legislation they do not like. The not the business, and if any industry al Honaparte
has made a motion in
foieign countries than at home. The presumption Is now reversed. Instead Is hampered by the attack on evil, It Is
prices of pickling fruits
I'nlted Slates district .court that
Kim article the American trust sells of laws being presumed to be valid injured by the evil and not by those-wh- the
would correct the evils. Property the specdal grand jury, called to conin Kngland for five dollars is sold In until found to he faulty, under this
and vegetables will be offsider the connection of the Chicago
America for five dollar plus the tari- practice they are virtually held bad Interests should be protected and re- and
Alton
grantlno
with
railroad
the
good.
tarrights
present
Any
injustice
spected
until
determined
not
vested
should
of
and
court has
the
ff. The
set by the reduction in
oil comRut it should not of rebates to the Standard
iff schedules Is so apparent that .1 the right to declare a statute of a stale he interfered with.
of Indiana, be discharged.
general demand has been brought unconstitutional.
and
the ruling he forgotten that there can be im pany
price of the ingredients
Landis refused to discharge
ehout for tariff revision. There 110 should lie respected, liut no court vested right or wrong. There should theJudge
grand jury as requested by HonaFome who take the position that while should have the right to suspend the he no objection to riches honestly
used:
u operation of the statute of a sovereign
they favor revision, they think
but there should he protest parte, but insi meted the jury that it
has no further duties in connection
should not he done until the people slate that cannot be declared Irva'iel, aira Inst, unjust privileges out of which with
the Chicago and Alton case, lie
H.s a whole want it.
The man who A state should have the right to cn-- I tainted riches grow.
Mustard seed, lb
25o
nays that lie Is in favor of doing righr force its laws until those la as ere
party would not called the attention of the jurors to
The democratic
by
recently
the
statement
made
by
riglü
a
On
array
In
declared
jur
everyone
court
competent
against
class.
of
class
when
the
the
believes
Bay leaves, lb
Ioffett. president of the Stand25c
can never carry out his good Inten- isdiction to be contrary to some- - pro- contrary, it stands for the lights of James
Oil company of Indiana, in which
tions, for the time will never come vision of the national or statj
all. It would not have a man envi- ard
reported
saying
Moffet
was
if
as
that
w hen all men will he of one mind
s
This practice of suspending ous of his more prosperous neighbor
Whole mixed spices
he Standard Oil company Is guilty of
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
to what Is right. If the protective state statutes upon exparte application whose wealth has been obtained hon9
A
every
is
ebhMng
manufacturer
oilier
tariff as now arranged Is an Injustice has been defended by high legal nu estly, but would have him emulate the gtlilty.
oz,
pacKage
ioc
judge
jury
instructed
The
the
ll cannot be corrected too speedily, thoi Ity on the ground that if the CHw.s industry whereby that prosperity was
to Investigate the conduct of other
find any postponement of the remcd are eventually found to he
Invalid acquired. It favors fair industrial dePure undiluted apple
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR REtIT
is unfair to the people. The Nugges- - there would he no one to make roo.; velopment and encourages legitimate manufacturers' and ordered the Issuejn enterprise. Hut it insists that an equal ance of a subpoena for Moffett.
Hon that the tariff should tie revise line loss to the interests affected,
The letter from Attorney JJeneral
cider vinegar, the
the other hand, if after manv wnurv 'opportunity he given to all and that
hv its friends Is in line with Hi" r
to District Attorney Sima
dining which a no one he permitted to enjoy unjust Honaparte
fiuet of Hie highway man that h he j ears of litigation
was
today,
which
read
directin
court
finest New York
tried by a jury of bis peers, which h'statute of a stale is rendered lopern- - privileges,
Mr. Sims to "inform the court that
in" Uve by injunction it Is determined
In the dawn of this era whin thn ed
insisted meant a Jury composed
that
Hip
carefully
department
most
has
state produces, per
men of his own calling.
If this on- the statute is valid, who will make the moral law is becoming the standard
considered and again considered all
loss good to the people of t i i state'' of governmental
action, the
prevsive system that taxes the peopl
aspects of the case, and is unable to
cratic party is seeing the triumph of find
their consent ami usually The question is simply one a to w'nl.-gallon
50c
any sufficient reason for any othvithul their knowledge Is ever reme, has the superior right a sovereign the principles for which it basso long er
part
indion
its
that
action
than
Import-think
so
preepoch
In
this
died It must be done, not by those who state or special interests.
Th
contended.
Other good vinegars. 40c
It Is right, but by" those who sumption
should be in favir of theiant to the liberties of the American cated in a letter of August 10 last
know It !s wrong and who hate mo- - people of the state' unless all the ruL's peonle the democratic party should he from the attorney general to (he Hon.
K.
Judge
to
which
M.
and
Landis.
of jurisprudence are lo be abandoned, neither radical nor conservative.
If
nopoly.
Stick Cinnanpon, per
In his remarks to the
The proposition has been repeat"d'y to be tadical means the indiscriminate I.andis referred 'August
Kill embed behind the Indifference
For Lumber, Sliin-ifles- ,
cm
14.
You will
grand
jury
and Lath. Larpe stock of Windows, Doors
of the people, this protective tariff advanced of late that the federal gov- -' destruction
of the things that arc,
'.5c
package,
department
court
this
assure
the
that
Paints,
Oils,
system lots distorted the functions of'ernment should take charge of all then the parly should not be radical,
Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, always on hand
thoroughly appreciates the force and
especially
a free government into tools of greed corporations,
railroad . it should be conservative In charging cogency
which
reasons
of
caused
the
When
by
wrongdoing,
charging
in
the constitution
Where it
lest
was hein;;
and vehicles of oppression. Masked
Its requests hat (he record testimony
C.
the guise of protection to American framed the proposition was mad in does not exist injustice be done. Hut in
the case asalnst the Standard OH
r.mTfTifi-"iofTisure
evil
be
It
of
ptibt
industry, dissembling as a friend l i the convention that the nail mal
the
should
rw iTice
jonce
STiiwr
by
he
company
this
should
scrutinized
labor, the protective tarilf eminent issue charters or corpora-operate- s radical in Its extermination,
il
recognizes
fully
and
department
the
The democratic party should go beas a cloak for cunning, as a Hons; but so jealous were the fathers
The Superior planing Mill is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
appropriate character of said
We carry a complete line
shield for monopoly, a tax upon In- - jof the rights of the of the slates that lfo re the people of country asking for highly
the peculiar circuni-sianee- s
work at prices that defy competition. Call or wrlle for prices before placdtftry. a fine upon labor, and, finally. little attention was paid to Hie Mig- support, not merely on the ground of request ofunder
this unusual case. You will
partisanship, but on the ground of
of
ht its last analysis, It is a graft indigestión.
Ferndell
package
ing your order for anything made by a first class mill.
further assure the court of this dea false inciense. cicelved In
greed
Government ownership or the issu- - patriotism, for it represetnts the rights partment's
to
wish
earnest
of
as
against
all
the privileges if the
anee by the federal government
and hroughi forth in avarice.
spices
which
the
if
are
THE
with the judiLUMBER AND MILL CO.
The tariff is essentially a consuin indi n i.- in tin lainoaci co iiora i ioi s righteous purpose the democratic par-- , Jieartily and effectivelypurpose
to bring
tier, a tax upon consumption, upon would he fraught with the gravest of ty. If true to its Ideal will triumph, for ciary in Its admirable
beproduced,
very
finest
ov
south
viADrcr.
Justice as speedily as possible all
i:hqi k, x. m.
the things In dally use. And. as every dangers to the liberties of Hie pcopn,. lis principles are "enduring because to
offenders against the statutes regutax upon consumption tends to limb I.et there be placed In the hands i !' they are Just, and and iuvinclhle, be- - lating
ing
sold
as absolutely
Interstaie commerce, winch
'Huso they are right.
consumption. It must, precisely in the a president of the I'nlted States I
prompted and was announced in the
same proportion, tend to limit and power to control every corpoi al ion hi
under
pure
WITH AMPM3 MEAXS
the pure food
original order of the court summoning
discourage production, for It is the the hind and there would, be lodged
AND
special
grand
jury.
this
UNSURPASSED FAdLITCEfll
consumer alone who affords employ- In his hands a power that would
law, You take no chance
".Moreover, you will renew the exPASD pression
Therefore, sooner or later destroy ie niocrati.- F ORT WOHTH-E- L
ment to the producer.
of regret contained in the atIn not getting the
when burdens are imposed upon the government.
If the people of the difvery
torney general's letter of August 10,
consuming public, to the same degreo ferent states allow the management)
w ALBBQIIEBQUE, H.
BANK OF
that this department, by reason of Us
mid to the same ex'ent shackles are. of corporate affairs within the states'
best,
ignorance of material determining its
put Upon the productive forces of so- - to be taken away and permit the!
pilfsent, aeti.yt. could not advise the
eiety.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS KVK11Y PUOPEit ACCOMMODATION
ROAD THROUGH
Whatever tends to restrict or powers reserved to Hn- states to be!
e
as to Tiiid fac is prior to i be
diminish the demand for that which eiitr.ih.ed In the federal government,
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTfl
:.l)ovc
original
mentioned
It
order.
Wbor produces, also tends in the same, then this republic would be rohehd or
likewise appears to the department
S 150,000.00.
CAPITAL
degree to rob legitimate Industry ofj its stieiigili and of all that has made
thai yon should explain to the court
H
employment, discourages labor and It great and powerful. Special inier-- i
Offlccre
and
Dtroctora:
Hi"
eviileni
necessity
which
existed.
places a premium upon Idleness.
ests, unfortunately, never seem satl.j-- i
ROSWELL
In Ihe judgment of the attorney gener
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The
Co.
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The tariff schedules
were never' lied with any regulation. They fought'
al, for the published statement of its
W. B. KTRICKXER.
higher than they are now. During the rate bill before congre ss on c.ie
W. j. JOHNSON,
position in consequence of your
Good Things to Eat."
the civil war the schedules wen-- i ground thai It interfeied with Hie con-- j
Vloa President and Ca!iter.
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rights
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slates.
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again
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M.,
Sept.
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of protected monopolies. These mo- i,y a siaie. ii ine stales aie compe- oil company and respectfully re- lirm is now exploiting.
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Every man and boy had his own
s
People used saJdles then.
were cheap, being driven overland' from Texas, and the ordinary
Kansas cltlze nfelt himself everlastingly disgraced" if anybody saw him
on foot. Why, the boys and girls on
the farms used to carry swill to the
hogs on horseback and when farmers
had to grease their windmills they
rode their bronchos right up the tower. When a farmer's wife had to kill
a chicken fur dinner she'd get on a
horse and run It down
"Well, maybe my Imagination was
getting away with me a trifle, but
really, those were 'the halcyon days
of horse trading. I speak of the early '70s.
Ponies were cheap as dirt,
und good horses as valuable as gold
horse.

HORSE

TRADER TELLS

SOMETALES
OF THE TIME WHEN THERE
WAS RISK INTHE'BUSINESS

mines.

The "Major' Has Traded With
Them All, and. He Can Give
David
Harum
Points All
Along

the Line,

(Kansas City Ktar.)
"You may say anything you ipleuse
about me. but I don't want my nump.
mentioned. I have some grandchildren who don't like to be reminded
that their ancestor ia a horse trader."
It was an ancient gentleman who
lifted up his voice and spoke in this
wise. He was attired
In a li'ceiit
black, with a coat of ministerial cut.
Hi linen was quite presentable.
An
string necktie was partially concealed by snowy chin whiskers. His abundant gray hair wus
surmounted by a "plug hat." such as
the" rude forefathers
of the hamlet
used to wear on circus days. And his
were,
polished beautifully. From
shoes
any and every point of view this venerable, rascal presented
an entirely

respectable appearance: and for more
than thirty years this entirely respectable appearance has been his chief
'"
asset.
From the sandhills of Nebraska to
the long reaches of the Arkansas river
the "Major" is known to every man
who lakes an abiding Interest In horse
flesh. He is known as the major for
the very good reason that he never
was a ma lor, and never had anything
to do with grim visaged war, save
upon sundry occasions, when embattled farmers, who had received the
worst end of a horse trade, got after
him with pitchforks and other agricultural implements.
The major has his home In a sylvan
glade near the Nemaha river, but he
Is seldom at home. For many years
he has traveled in Kansas and Nebraska, making an occasional excursion
Into Missouri, but his routes are Generally as fixed as the orhlts of the
plantes. He, has a very handsome covered wagon- containing all camping
conveniences. It Is gorgeously painted
and deiorated. and If vou happen to
be on friendly terms with him. and
receive an invitation to visit him In
his "carryall," you are certain of very
Furthermore,
liberal entertainment.
if vou are Interested In horses, you
will hear some stories worth listening to.
followed
The carryall Is generally
by two or three ordinary canvas covered wagons, containing the various
traps necessary to his business: also
a buggy or two. for the displky of his
Phenomenal driving horses, of these
horses (which are always phenomenal), there Is usually a profession of
twenty-fiv- e
or thirty. They are falrlj"
presentable in apnearanee, for the
major 1s not a "dinky trailer," nml
once In a while you may find in his
siring of living wonders a really good
horse. In which case It Is only necessary to pay about three times what
the animal Is worth 111 order 10 become Its owner.
The major Rhould not be confounded with the irresponsible Individuals
who deal In nothing but heart-broke- n
old pliio-swhich should be In the
boneynrd. the gentry who snend half
and
their time dodging the police,
who think they have done a goid
day's work when (hey have taken in
fifty rents as "hoot." The major belongs to the aristocracy, and has a
profound contempt for the "ilea lets"
all horse traders like to be called
"dealers" whose collection of live
stock wouldn't bring $10 at auction.
horseman-hHe 1h an
has certain superstitions concerning horses which would be laughed
at by the veterinarians of this genera-fo,

Jo-nie-

So. when a

silver-tongue-

or-

d

ator managed to trade a Texas pony
for an American horse and draw a
few bones as boot, he naturally felt
that he had not lived in vain. Hut
I was going to tell you a true story.
Things were moving pretty rapidly at
Seneca during that gala season and I
was canning a few fragments of national currency every day I had t
little mare that I considered valuable.
She was three years old, and as pretty as a peach, and she had cost me
$100 in cash. I didn't count her as
trading stock: my idea was to situare
mvself with the grandchildren by takr
In'g that little beauty home and, giv
ing her to them.
"One fine morning a fiend In human
form came up to my headquarters
driving a big slashing ronn that looked so good to me he made my head
ache. He had a splendid gait, and he
carried his head away up In the air
thunand his neck was clothed with valley-hder, and if there had been a
I
it.
in
don't
pawed
would have
like roan horses as a rule, although
they are usually considered good stuff:
hut I do love a horse that lifts its
feet and trots as though It couldn't do
anything else. That is my weakness
When I see a nag with high action I
want to own it, and I don't care much
about the expense.
"Now. the fiend In human form,
whose name was Wolf and the name
fitted him like the paper on the wall
was a newcomer in that region, and
had already won a reputation ns be
ing the smoothest horse dealer in al
the countryside. Very courteously he
invited me to get into his buggy and
watch the curves of his roan wonder.
franklv admitting that he wanted to
trade with me, as he had a dead matt
to niv little mare. So 1 took my place
beside him, and before the roan had
gone half a block I was determined to
Any man who
own it at any cost.
loves a horse with a big swinging
stride will understand. His head was
always in the air; the further he went
the more magnificent became his gait.
He took us a half mile as fast as I
ever rode; drew one long breath, ant
that was all. When we 'returned tu
our carryall I Valked around thf
horse, looked at his eyes, teeth anr
hoofs. and asked Mr. Wolf how we
could trade.
"He said that he wanted to be gen
erous; he knew that I was an old man
with a fnmllv to support, and so nr
would ask me only $50 In cash to
make a trade. I wanted that roan so
bid that I reached down Into the old
I kept my
Ice cream freezer where
money and tore off the coupons with
out argument. Then ft? iook my
beautiful little mare and drove away.
ind I called up the members of my
staff to show them mv roan, we
rubbed the gallant animal down, and
then took him to a neighboring trough
to give himv drink. And he stooil ny
th:.t irnüeh. and uawed. and whinnied.
and shed tears, and ducked his head
way, and didn't
In a feeble-minde- d
crem able to get his nose to the wa
ter And it didn't take me long to cits
cuter that as a result of some acci- ,loni t
uninial couldn't lower his
head at all. He had to eat from a
high shelf, and we had to water hirr
When he laid
with the carden hose.
down all the neighbors had to hi
1'
nulled In to helo him up again.
was verv amusing. I sat there in my
carryall and laughed until the tears
rol'ed down my cheeks. I don t re
call any man more worthy of respect

Every time

than that man Wolf.
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All work guaranteed.
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T. N. LINVILLE.

Fair Association

AND FANCY GROCERIES

STAPLE
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Everything

In

a Specialty.
th m&rkot always on hand.

...

THE
Phone S38.

IUÍ8T ALWAYS.
- -- 60S West Central Avenue

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

while Xo. 8 arrived four hours late at
10:40 o'clock.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Thomas D. Allen, former night chief
clerk at the Santa Fe yards, left iast
night for St. Louis, Mo.

Wis.

$8,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

It. E. Wilson, of Chicago, traveling
representative of the Santa Fe's Immigration department, is registered at
the Alvafado.
F. M. Hlsbee. chief engineer of the
western grand division of the Santa
Fe. with headquarters at La Junta,
arrived In Albuquerque last night.

The Santa Fe'rallway is
ing organizing telegraph
every division, to teach
telegraphy, the graduates
ployed on the road.

PACING PROGRAM

TROTTING AND

contemplatschools on

$1,000
Purse No. 12:17 Pace. J.!
$1 ,000
Purse No. 22:20 Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
Purse No. 3 2:13 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
.Champagne Stake Race..
$1,000
Purse No. 4 2:25 Pace
..$ 500
:
$1,000
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace
$ 500
Purse No. 6 2:30 Trot..... .
.

young men
to be em-

W. S. Fenn. of Socorro, of the Ulo
Orande division construction department, arrived In the city yesterday to
take charge of the work of laying the
track at the tie plant.
'

The cornerstone of tlje new Santa
Fe hosnlta! building at La Junta was
It was relaid Monday afternoon.
ported that an Albuquerque contractor will land the contract
for the
building.

In
G. F. Uees, assistant engineer
charge of the construction work at the
local tic plant has returned to the
litv from n two weeks' business visU
to Topcka, Kan.

The Best Horses on the Colorado. Kansas and Texas Circuits

Have Hoggs, section foreman at
Sandia. X. M who has been on the
iek list for some time, has returned
to worn, relieving n is brother.
narlcpoggs, w no returned to me city nisi
night.
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RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
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CHOICE

403 S. First Stret'l

Tlyno 403.

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS MOUSE.
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U. Hearst denies that he Is a candidate for president un Hie' Independence league or any other ticket.
"I
can not conceive any conditions under which I would be willing to beA LBUOUKJ1QUE
come a candidate," added Hearst.
Is not because of Foundry and Machine Works.
"This
determination
. RAILROAD NOTES.
any feeling of pique or disappointIt. 1 llnll, Proprietor.
ment as the result .of the late election. Iron and Bran Cautín, ura, Coal, and
I would only consent to hold office
On account of various delays on the through a sense of public duly, us t Lumber Car. Pulleys. Orate Eara,fur Babbitt
Build
Metal, ColumTii and Iron Frunta
Vallev division, north of l'arstow. Cal., would serve on a jury."
Inga, Repairs on Mining and Milling
vtondav night. Nos. 4 und S .were late
our apoclalty. FOUNDRY. ,Eat Bid.
d
'n arriving here last night. The
limited pulled in at 7 o'clock. Try a Morning Journal Want Ad of Railroad Track. Albuqueque. New Mexlc

double
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'A full line of

there lay the steed
nostrils all wide,
Rut through them there rolled not the
breath of his pride,'
"I read that poem somewhere, v He
had evidently died peaceably and had
been dead some time, for his limbs
were rigid and stuck straight out like
pump handles. Moreover, his neck
was beautifully arched, and he was
Veully a sight to be seen. As I stood
'here contemplating the corpse, and
brushing nway the tears, an insplra-flcame to me. I rushed around
md gathered up my friendly neighbors, promising them a dollar each
'or nn' hour's work. We managed to
get the corpse out of the barn and
hoisted him to his feet, with his head
igalnst a hay rack. A couple of guy
Unes held him In place, and after I
had rubbed him down he looked
mile attractive. It was Just getting
daylight about that time, so I paid the
neighbors and sent them home, and
then I strolled over to Wolf's place
and roused him out of bed. and we
both leaned against a fence that commanded a view of the dead horse, and
whittling and talking
we both bea-ay
ibnut everything but horses, until
I looked at my watch, and suddenly remembered something.
" 'Mr. Wolf.' said Í. Tve got
to
make an unexpected Journey this
morning, and need a driving tea'in. I
ought to be on the road now. You've
'teen talking about my big buy for
orne lime, and I know you want him.
Now. If you give ir those two drivers
of yours, with hafters on them, you
ian come over whenever you're ready
and get the big fellow.' He squinted
across the pale blue landscape and
'aw the big horse apparently eating
hay. Then he stepped into his stable
mil brought out his nags and I" led
them a wav."
he
he say
"And what did
went over and found a dead horse?"
"Why, nothing. What could he
say?"
"'And

r0l dozen women's

"A

Central Ave, l'hone 2.

V.

Mrs. J. E Miller, wife of a well
known Santa Fe conductor, has rewith his turned from a visit in Milwaukee.

IIOHIKRV 8PECIAL

Varn.

506

OTHERS GET THE FLAG

WE TAKE THE FIRSTS!

Nash Electrical Supply Go,,

funny."
"Hut you got even?"
''Coming to think, I believe I did.
Of course, I made no fuss about the
horrible sewing up he gave me.
Whenever I met Mr. Wolf I professed
to be delight
with the roan, and I
used to say that there wasn t money
enough to buy him. Mr. Wolf and I
became such friends that he moved
Into my neighborhood, just to be soI was occupying a house for
ciable.
iwhlle then, instead of my carryall.
and Wolf moved into a shack a couple
if hundred yards away.
"It came to pass that Í came into
the possession of a very large, ' fat
ind fine looking-bahorse, but it was
t counterfeit. There was something
wrong with Its Insldes, and two "or
three times á week it would have an'
epileptic fit or something, and a dozen
men would have to sit on its head to
hold it down. It always hail its sick
ipells at night, when the sentinel stars
let their wntch In the sky, as the
ooet says. .And it was a sad spectacle
when I used to go and borrow a
to help controj the unfor- Minate creature, but I never borrowed
Wolf for that purpose.
He wanted
that horse the worst way. He really
had a mate for It, and a horse trader
always wants to match up his horses.
He used to come over about once a
lay and whittle ami give me cigars,
mil finally fish around to see how I'd
rude that big bay for a driving team
ie had. 1 Wanted to trade bad enough.
')ut In my business it never pays to be
In a hurry.
"one morning before daylight I had
s. presentment
that something was
vrong at the barn, and I took a lantern and went forth to Investigate.
And I found mv fine, large horse lying
lead.
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climbed a step ladder In urder to feed
hat horse his grain I simply had to
hold my sides.
It was too blamed

I'HB ECONOMIST

n.

sorrel horse," said he. "can
stand more heat than any other horse.
A dark brown or black horse Is the
best In cold weather. A white horse
always has poor feet, and generally
poor eyes. A buckskin with a streak
down its back is the toughest critter
on earth. A spotted horse Is always
u. gold brick.
Dark horses suffer
more from the flies than do tight
ones, A horse with a dished face is a
fool; one with a Human nose Is a
rogue. No man should attempt to
deal In horses unless he can walk
once around an animal and then tell
all Rbout It.
"The horseman Is born." said the
major, as he seated himself uimn the
rear step of his "carryall," "but he
must spend years among horses before he can read them as ordinary
people read book. Now, see that
woman driving her big, fat, lazy horse
over there. She has her buggy loaded with children and breakfast foods
and millinery and umbrellas and
things, and she Is driving wi,th the
lines In her teeth, for she has to use
her hands of keep the kids and groceries from falling out of the wagon.
If you went over to her and told her
that her horse is unsafe und she Is
bound tu nave a horrible accident
some day, she would
throw some
shredded prunes at you. Hut that accident Is coming, my friend. The
poor woman's horse, which seems- so
Look at Its
safe, Is feeble-mindeflopping ears, Its drowsy eyes. Us
slobbering mouth and dropping under lip. Anything unusual Is apt to
scare that fool horse and then It will
go un In the air, and upset things,
and smash hII the store front In town,
and kill everybody within a block.
Women never will learn that a high-lifte- d
horse with good sense Is far
nv circumstances, than
SMler, under
d
brutes which seem
the
safe inerly because they are lazy.
"Do I ever get the worst of any
trade? That seems a very absurd
question. There Is no man In the
world who
knows so much about
horse that his Judgment Is infallible.
I believe that I can size up a homo
about as correctly and as speedily as,
anybody. Hut horses have so many
possibilities In the way of disease and
blemish and Infirmity of body or disposition that when you buy or trade
vou aire ulwiivs taking chances to a
certain extent. I like to get done up.'
I have a profound admiration for the
man who Is a sufficiently graceful liar
It acts as
to leave grandpiusplng.
a sort of stimulant, and I at once begin laying plans to get even, und 1
Ijeoeislly make good. And If the other
fellow Is a dead gum sport, the exercise Is quite us exciting as n big deal In
Wall street.
Many veáis aeo i mane one m in
periodical visits to Heneen. Ka. A
county fair was In progress, and all
the hired men were In town burning
their
money, and I he fanners and
wives had fiM their bulls unit crszy
o':i und chickens on
iiii 'is mil
All, me!
Those were the
billon.
grand old dajs for the loose trader.
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DAILY ARRIVALS

LACE ROBES.

OF NEW WAISTS

The new watsta Include many atylea In lare and
nets, both plain and flamed, also tailored waists In
linens and madras. The more fancy fait styles have
the short sleeve and are elaborately trimmed, while
the smart tailored waist will he popular for general

wear

Specials

fur this

week

See Wlndiiw.

LACK KOIIK Hil.K Colors Muk. cream white,
These come with skirts almost made
also spangle.
up and enough g Is to make wsiets In any of the
ami
pret ailing styles They sell at SI.1,
e pías, e them on spei lnt sale
Though this week
regular prices. We have bail one of these
less
made up to show how prettily they make up.

V.

'tailored Wash Waists ..o0 tu 5.00
Net and l.ace Walsla fx.lltt tu J.l.VIMI
I'relty Hljle of fluid Walsls, fi.OU

-

NEW VEILS AND VEILINGS.

d.

IN

entire new line of veils and veilings Automobile veils. Dolled Veils also Chiflón Volllnif. All
new. Just arrived.
An

OUR NEW FANCY

Mm

lunk-heade-

NEWEST

IV
AUKIVAU
t .U.U TAILORED

Distinctly

anil
nk
iinuamil

Ml

ITS

$20

unrivalled variety uf Ihe most
combinations.
mention are
A few of those des.rvlug special
our suitings at II. II. :5 and ll.r.u per yatd.
Never before have we snown such entensive lines
al these popular prices. They Include needy every
fabric or weave that Is desirable for waisls, skirts
Plain color fancy weaves,
dresses, sulls or coats.
novelty mixtures, two and three lone i , ks and
plaids.
fancy striped serges and
Klne yam Panamas,
plaids. In
taffetas, lonelty cuter la, subdued
fail any style or aesve that vil may desire aie
You will find an

SILKS

Are Huperhljr Mylteh and Pleuslnglx Jmw In 1'rlee.
None uf the fall merchandise so pleasingly represents lite spirit nf newness aa the silks.
plaids, chei ks, atrlies. pompadours, Persians, etc.
in novelty weaves and fHiicy rumhlnattons.
We wish to call your attention to our line uf new
2
snd II. Ml per yard.
silks at I 00.
All the new combinations ara represented and
y hi csn certainly find something for that new
waist, skirt or go mi.
HEK WINDOW DISPLAY. '

represented In this great tsricty at
ll.r.n per yard.

J'' "I ''J0

l

LATEST

FABRIC

FOR' DRESSY

COSTUMES."
pi Inted Crepe De Chene We have three separate
lines, ss follows:
polka dof i reps on uhllti ground, In pink,

up

I.IIU
heliotrope
Printed crepe nn white ground, In hell
SI. 33
irope, e,iw and rose
printed satin trepe, pink. Mile and green. t

l

ine Und

--

l

I THE

EM.Mlr t

The Nov Millinery
ISJIANDMOMK

.Ml

KIPTIOX.

IlElOND DE

Millinery opening days are a thing of history allh the
Economist, hut the choicest uf all Unit Is siyll.h- - the
modes the! combine right slvie wall sit are W l.lily'rep-resinte- d
In oilr beautiful an ilioomy parláis snd Ihe bends-one
creations ate tmuh more comfortably and sattslsc-torllstudied apart from the cioad ami J"Slle Ho blent
to the formal onelilng itai. '
A Strong feature tut now Is the dally nrilial of our
smart tailored han, These are beautiful I" hoili anlsiic
tin.', and the rh-- coloilnss llial c Urn uclei lr.e the seasons
fasbloliable outer wear

J t

I I

K

EMIIM

M

lis tint

K

l,

and

l

OUR BLACK GOODS SECTION

tí"

new feat-

attention In
are a t'h
llies new tailored sulis Tha coals are of
length,
Willi
any
ileslieit
niual prefalmost
i.r the tlshl-fll-tliierence for Hie seml-ltuinmodels. The colors and ileslans are
Many uf the new models
ireniely varied.
ore utmost entirely n llhout ti ilumina;, hut
rlepend upon the heauty of Ihe fabric and
the elalM.ru'etims of Ihe cut for Ihe unusual
,
rharni thst permeates the model.
We linlle your InsiHo Hon of these
modela, running In prUe from
ures

THE DRESS GOODS AISLE

SS,

IIMiJ

I

Is our special pride, and II Is aluaya complete and
up to Ihe minute If there la anything seilal thut
j.ol desire in black. It la to be found here.

Suiting Effects in Black.
Suiting effects In chei ks and sn ipes are In great
e have ihem upe aid from
demand Ibis sesson
II per yard.

Voiles in Blacks and

Shades.

V,lbs are sllll Ihe favorites fur light weight
e bae Ihent lit gleat tastripes, etc, s!o plain, "The
pi lies are from It.iiu tu I J i, per yard.
goiMiB and this season
li, tv of fancy plaids,

J i hp;

I

I

UNO Ml

Skirt Section
IIKIMI l I. OF INTEREST.
I'AN AM II ARE MODI-I.e- .
Panama Skill-- ,
black, blue or brown, alih Ihe very newest
Hare effect, trimmed with buttons and sirspa
or bottom folds, at
$H.M
HIP TRIMMED I'AN AM A Panama fcklrt;
black, blue nr brown, with
hip
effective
trimming of billons and strapsa faultiesslv
lalioie, shapely smart model,
8.S0
NEW
IKKMII
VOIIIS Krench Voile
Skirl. In a lange of new fall enlnre; wide and
fotda
nariow urreia
around the bottom the
a me uf refined elegance at
9?. Ml
I.11HHI ( lilt EO
VOILES Skirl uf tha
popular chiffon voile, showing nsw gore
flare; also comes In plaited designs, trimmed
either wlih silk hands or lin ks
I fill
TRIM MU VOIir. MODEL-Sk- irl
r,f
imported voile, either panel or pislted
sute, elabórala with silk folds In eniir-l- e
new effect .. ., ..
NEW
NOVH.ni
ef e.tr
duality Eiemli Voile, entra full dressy afreet.
Impressively ttiminei1 Willi iik bands
"d
folds uf vuile

lHKy

r

t

Sklrt
,,,.i5J
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GUILTY ALBUQUERQUE

HI

Whose Sayso Is Best? DoURNAL

HI THREE TEfiUS

OF SELLItiG BOOZE

put up for sale
through druggists, one has to take the maker's say-s- o alone and exclusively as to their
curative value. Of course, such testimony
is not that of a disinterested party and accordingly is not tobe given the,same credit
as if written from disinterested motives!

HOT BASEBALL

RETURNED

AGAINST WRONG GRADI

GEM

AT-T- HE

CITY'S FIRST FAIR

Dr. Piprce's medicines, however, form
a single and therefore tttrikitig exception
to the above rule. Their claim to the
confidence of invalids does not rest
solely upon their owners' and makers'
eny-s- o
or praise. Their ingredients are
matters of public knowledge, being
printed on each separate
Thus invalid sufferers are taken
into Dr. Pierce's full confidence. Scores
of leading medical men have written
enough to fill volumes in praise of the
curative value of the several ingredients
entering into these Veil known medi-

Defense Sets Up Interesting All Sorts of Baseball and- All
Sorts of Teams Will Furnish
Contention That All AlbuPlenty of Excitement for the
querque Saloons are SupFans,
posed to Be Closed Sundays.
-

n. Toti. of the firm of Tot! & Gradl,
merchants and saloon owners on
North Third Mtrert, was found guilty
hy the I'nited States petit Jury late
yesterday afternoon on an Indictment
charging him with having Hold liquor
an Indian In the fall of 1906.
Toll Immediately after hearing the
verdict Instructed his nttorneys to file
a motion for a new trial.

The verdict created some surprise
the court room.' although the Jury
s
returned lis verdict within a few
after retiring. The indictment
on which Totl was drought Into court
named a dale on which the offense
was alleged to have been committed,
which the prosecution during the
healing volunteered
to change, and
the wrong flniili was named In the indictment, which was a joint one
against Totl
C.radi.
The hearing
was an Interesting one and Attorney
c.eoige S. Klock. for the defense,-anK. I,. Medler.
for the Tnlted States,
clashed repeatedly over law points.
The case when called for trial was
entitled. "The I'nited Slates against
It was
I!. Toll and K. Uradl." hut
shown that K. (iradl had nothing to
ilo with the store or transaction alleged, l.oren.o (iradl being the man.
I'pon the strength of this showing
the indictment against Mr. (iradl was
dismissed ami the case against Toti
taken up.
According to the indictment. Albert
Cooley, an Apache Indian hoy, purchased a bottle of Klondike Hoiirhon
whiskey at the Totl & (.iradl store at
13 North Third street the night of
Sunday, November 18, liliifi. The testimony of witnesses In the morning
tended to bear out the charge, but In
the afternoon the prosecution offered
to change the date to December IS.
lliafi. that night coming on Tuesday.
Among the witnesses who testified
were Superintendent Custers of the local Indian school, the C'ooley boy
himself. Lorenzo (iradi. I'eter Dominical. Vicente ArmHo and others.
The defense contended that the Toti
A
(iradi store was closed oil the night
g
designated in the indictment, that
Sunday, as, according to the territorial statute, all saloons must be
closed on that day: that the Cooley
hoy was not an Indian and that If the
liquor whs sold the defendant himselT
In

mln-tue-

d

he-lu-

did not sel! It.
Attorney Medler,

for the I'nited
Slates, declared that It did not matter
sale
of the liquor,
of
about the date
the
for the government had the right to
Indict a man for such a crime within
three years. after It occurred.
In his argument Attorney Klock referred to the case as a "comedy of
errors, blunders and mistakes." and
during the thirty minutes that he addressed the jury he luid the attention
of every one in the court room.
In answering hi argument. Attorney Medler made a strong talk, which
evidently carried conviction to the
minds of the Jurors, for their verdict
was reached shortly after the case
was given them bv the court.
The case of the government against
Mrs. Maude Webb, proprietor of the
Suniivside Inn. for selling liquor to an
Indian, will be tried before the petit

Jury toda:.

Sum to Itccioer on Note,
Suit to recover $70. due on a promIn ninety
days
issory note payable
l!Mil, with Interest
after October

I.

per
at II' per cent per annum and
providing the case
cent Interest
should be plaVcd in the hands of an
attorney, was filed yesterday In the
district court by the First National
bank of Albuqiictouc against J. T.
The plaintiff prays for
Herrera.
K. Kaynolds
ludiment and relief.
Is attorney for the plaintiff.
1

.

'leu Territorial liiilictmeiils.
The territorial grand Jury returned
ten Indictments anil one no bill
morning. The warrants for the
men indicted were placed In the hands
of Sheriff l'cifecto Armljo yesterday
a"erimon.
The case of the I'nited Stales
against the Santo Domingo Indians for
driving Dr. Clarke of Ilernalillo off
their reservation during t ho recent corn
ib'iiic and fiesta, will be tried hy the
ferleral petit jury today. Clinton J.
Ciandall, superintendent of the Santa
Ke Industrial school, will attend the
hearing to look after the Interests of
the Indians.
yes-tcrd-

bottle-wrap-jie- r.

Three Albuquerque ball teams will
leave here Sunday morning for Socorro to participate In the baseball tournament to be held during the Socorro
county fair.
,
The
teams are
trie Mcintosh
Hrowns, the Morey Solitaires and the
Múrelas (Jrays. The trio of nines
have been strengthened
and daily
practice this week had done wonders
to the Duke City playera, and Albuquerque Is expected to make u brilliant showing in the tournament.
The (Jerónimo team had planned to
go, but Its terrible
by the
defeat
Múrelas (írays several Sundays ago resulted in Its demise last week, and the
principal players have joined the Solitaires. .
It iü lielleved that the Santa Fe
Salmon Grays are negotiating for entrance into the Socorro fair, and with
the teams from Demlng, Silver City,
F.I Paso, Clifton, Ariz., and adjoining
towns, some excellent games are
the fans who attend that fair.

--

cines1.

In favor of Dr. Pierce's medicines is
the frank, confiding, open, honest statement of their full composition, giving
every ingredient tn plain English, without fear of successful criticism and with
confidence that the good sense of the
afflicted will lead them to appreciate
this honorable manner of confiding to
them what they are taking into their
stomachs when making, use of these
medicines.
WHAT THEY CURE. People often
ask "What do Dr. Pierce's two lending
medicines 'Golden Medical Discovery
and 'Favorite Prescription' cure?"
Briefly, the answer is that "Golden
Mpdioal Discovery" is a most potent al
and tonic, or
terative, or
invigorator, and acts especially favorably in a curative way upon all the
mucous lining surfaces, as of the nasal
passages, throat, bronchial tubes, stomach, bowels and bladder curing a large
percentage of catarrhal cases whether
the disease, affects the nasal passages,
the throat, larynx, bronchia, stomach
(as catarrhal dyspepsia), bowels (as
mucous diarrhea), bladder, uterus or
other pelvic organs. Even in the chronic
or ulcerative stages of these affections,
it is generally successful in affecting
cures. In fact the "Golden Medical
Discovery" is without doubt, the most
successful constitutional remedy for all
forms of catarrhal diseases known to
modern' medical science. In Chronic
Nasal Catarrh Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy fluid should be used for washing
and cleansing out the nasal passages
while tnking the "Discovery" for its
blood cleansing and specific, healing
effects upon the mucous lining membranes. This combined local and general treatment will cure a very large
percentage of the worst cases of chronic
nasal catarrh, no matter of how many
years' standing they may be.
As to the "Favorite Prescription," it
is advised for the cure of one class of
diseases only those weaknesses, derangements and irregularities peculiar
to women.
It is a powerful, yet gently
acting, invigorating tonic and nervine.
blood-pnritie-

Healthy kidneys fll tar the Impurities from
the blond, and unless they do this good
health la Imponible. Foley's Kidney Cure
makes sound kidneys nnd will positively cure
sit forms of kidney and bladder diseña. It
arengtiena the whole system. J. H. O'ftlelly
Co.

AHA

POSSE HAS

GAPTU

R E

PIP 60
Bad Indian Taken After a
Week's Rounup by Rangers
No Battles
and Deputies;
Occurred,
The posse composed of Sheriff
Deputy Tom Mills, Captain
Harry Wheclur of the Arizona Hangers and Hangers Jeff Kidder, Tip
Stanford, Miles, Smith, Poole, Rhodes
and Halt s, returned l ist evening about
9 o'clock
from their trip to the Kl
Cobo country, where they went on
Sunday, the Kith Instant, in quest of
John Johns, a Pa pago Indian, wanted
for the murder of l.ariano Alverez,
which was committed during Ihe
of August, rays the Tucson
month
o,

Count)

rlolendcnl SI roup
ln'l AilicriMng for Any
Out of ihe ('oniily.
SiiiN

"I noticed a HtMe paragraph

Kay

lie

KvmJ

I

the
Morning Journal today," said County
School Superintendent A. II. Stroup
eslerday. "to the effect that I was
Inquiring for school teachers to send
Into otero county, where teacher are
I have no doubt that school
needed.
teachers 'are needed In Otero county,
our country schools are growing so
rapidly all oer the territory that the
shortage of competent teacher Is becoming a very serious problem. And
It Is a notable condition and a very
encouraging one, that In most of tliu
counties none but competent teachers
are desired any more.
"Hut I have hot been advertising for
uny teacher to send to Otero county.
We need every competent teacher we
can 'find to fill positions here at
home."
In

M'KINLEY COUNTY
IS FLOURISHING

1

On Furniture, Pianos, Orgnns, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

Salaries and Warehouse- Receipts, 'as
low as $10.00 and fait high as 160.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private. Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates aro reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamsfilp tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms S end 4, Grant 3idg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.

30B-3- U

n,

habit-formin-

EaaVSSSaSaXS

540.
Tha Beoority Warehouse & Improvement Co. Offices In tha Grant Slock. Third
street and Central avenue.

Money to Loan

THE WEST
LEADER
CENTRAL

girls for millinery
Apprentice
and dressmaking. Miss C. P. Crane, G12
North Second street; phone 844.
WANTED Chambermaid, one living at
home preferred. Cralge Hotel, West Siltf
ver avenue.
lunch counter girl.
Merchant'a Cafe. Mouth Hecond atreet.
girl to do cooking
WANTED Competent
aand general housework; amail family;
WANTED

WANTEDr-Experlenc-

ed

West Ceutral Avenue

yf

ur
Four "or five roo m ñícó
Address
Dialled house or Hat, close in.

WAxfiil)It.

X..

-

Real

Journal.

yard.

Young man as assistant
bookkeeper; Apply at Economist- -

WANTED

LmDer teams to haul lumber
WANTED
from our mill in Cochltl Canon 'o Domingo, 22 miles; good roada and good water. Addreas Domingo Lumber Co., Thornton, N. M.
WANTED
Position aa governess by young
iady. or will take class in literature, music (piano and string Instruments), elocu-un- .
dancing, physical culture, etc; best
622
Governess,
Addreas
Mavetlck street, San Antonio. Texas.

business

it

Dwellings

FOR RENT

TO RENT For a term of years, private
residence- of IK rooms, ample grounda,
suitable for a sanitarium, ten minutes from
trolley.
cottage, same locality.
Also
Also 2 rooms, 404 West Lead avenue,
Henry
furnished for light housekeeping.
Lockliart. at ranch.
FOR RENT 5 room house, modern, $25 per
month.
Address Dr. E. N. Wilson, 417 S.
Arno.
house, furnished.
FOR KKN'T New
101(1 South Walter street.
K'JR RENT Ranch; inquire 1115 N. Arno.

NOKN1NO JOURNAL WANT ADS
BKIXU UKHI I.T8

FOR SA LE

M iscellaneous
new,
l'orch screens , almost

OR SALE
price reaannnahle.
4ci
South Arro.
FOR SALE Household
goods, aulso silk
t,
two air tight heattable cover,
ers, and Navajo Hlaukets.
Address E. A.
Wright, at 31K No. f.'th.
FOR SALE One pair ponies, city broke.
stirry and harness.
West
Marquette
avenue.
FOR SALE Horse, wagon
anil
harness,
$1(1.(1(1; owner going away.
Call or ad-i- d
ress 21Vt West Silver aa venue.

F

)

fi; Prhii te
ltS.hiirlneye

line

m leVe"(lnei(lii.v.

maple bedroom auite,

buffet, 1'ot'korn, dining table, chairs in
mission, k;ib raiiRe, heatpr, mahogany

newspaper.

3

1 K

North Twelfth.

SA'lE Majestic" range heatingstóVel
g
good condition; incubator,
new.
No. Ith Street.
FOR HALE Jeraey cow and Jeraey calf.

FOR
g
synonymous with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service mark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed ' in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in évery way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.

It is

result-producin-

90

FOR SALE

Pi
When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of
Albuquerque arid vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of Mew Mexico.
Journal,

you

are

LOSING

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.
'

Don't infer!
Try it!

De Jflbnqticriitie filomiiig journal

8.

Edith.

StTpekln ducka at 1116 Is. Arno

FOR SALE llandaomo quartered oak aide-hoartablea, amall atove, bed. 309 K.
Oold avenue.
FOR SALE Ranchea from 4 tn Its aerea
each, all under main Irrigation ditch;
near city. Alhuqiierqna Land Co., Room .
Cromwell building.
tf
FOR BALE We have aoma good oowa tot
A
aale.
Ibera Brother.
FOR HALE A good top buggy for aale
cheap.
N. W. Alger, 134 South Walter
atreet.
(f
FOR
SALE Aermolov
windmllla,
tanka
nd substructure.
Wolktng at Bon, 707
North Eighth .treat, phone 141ft.
tf

FOU RENT

Three

'

7- -8

WM. BELDEN-

Phone

1

-

Veterlnary.
Residence 408

405.

Edith.

S.

DKNTISTS.

Dit. J. E. KRAFT

W.

Phone

M.

and BUILDER
'. CpjMr
847.

A."

Street.

Assayed Mining & Metallurgical
Engineer,

South Third street.

PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Lamd Department. Land Scrip for aale. Civil am
gineerlng.
Gold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal

LAWYERS

SHOULD

KNOW THAT
The Morning Journal has the bett
equipped printing office in the southwest. Brief and transcript work Is a
specialty
Lawyers desiring
here.
briefs printed as they should be and
on the shortest possible notice and at
the most reasonable figure, should call
or send their manuscripts to the Morning Journal.

BARGAINS
REAL ESTATE

IN

room frame, city water, near
ft. lot.
room, new frame, corner lot.
Highlands, good outbuildings.
$1200
room brick, cellar, good barn,

$1001)

4

shops,

SO

$1050

S

near car Una.
4 room frame,
$1200
60 ft. lot, city water.

north 8th atreet,

room
JU60
cement finish adobe,
barns, shade, on car line.
4 room frame, bath,
electric lights,
4

$lr.o

Highlands.
room fíame, Highlands, close
In. cement wains.
R room brick, bath,
$2250
callar, barns,
S. Rdlth street.
6 room modern
$2500
adobe. lot 10
12! shade and fruit trees, fourth

$19004

Vll

'

$316011 room, .two-atorfranM, modern, near park.
a room modern
$3boo
bungalow, good
location, lot 7&xl42.
7 room,
$4000
1 story residence,
hot
water beat, cornet lot. W. Tijeras.
$47501$ room brlok roomlpg house, In
good residence location.
$500 11 room modern rcsldénca, fine
location, near park.
Soma food business proper! lea and
ranchea for sale.

ft

A.

FLEISCHER
Real Estate, Insurance, Surety Bonds, Loans.
:

212

S. Koonnrl.

Vt

Phone

674.

Eggs
That are guaranteed good,
Per dozen, only

30 cents
Albuquerque Cash Grocery
Homer' H. Ward,

Company.

313 W.

Marbl-Ph-

on

Manager

206

Just received a shipment of

Large

E. A.'G'ertig,
Iiione

' '

FINE SALT MACKEREL

WOOL

Kliop 410

.

609 West Fruit avenue, Postofflc Box
173, or at office of F. H. Kent. 112

K. AlAUGER

CONTRACTOR

Arehltect.

1221 So. Walter
ASSAYKKS.

ESE.

W. JUNKS

furnlnhd room

for houiiekeeplnjf.
417 S. Arno, Dr.
WIlKon.
Foil- RENT Nicely furnlsheed roonia at
501 So. 3rd.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
for light housekeeping.
fit H. Walter.
Furnished rooma; pleasant
FOR RENT
place; bo alck. 483 N. With.
FOR REN'r6r7lce rooiña! Inquire Dr. D.
B.
Wilson, Ochental
Life Insurance
Rulldlng.
furaTahed room;" HcnX
heat, bath; no Invalida taken.
42
8.
Third atreet.
ROOMS FOR KENT A few nicely funuatiid
rooma with uaa of bath, by tha week oi
month. No Invalid taken. Hotal Cralge.
Silver Ave.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooniaat
vary low prlcea. The La Vets Rooming
House.
HI West tmd avsnua. lira. J.
Fleming.
tf
FOR RENT Modern rooma and board, $2l
per month, afra. Eva L. Craig. 101
South fteoond atreet. unit Ira

Repreaantlnf Matigar tt Avery, Boatoa
(With Raaba & Manger.)
Albi.gu.roua. M.
Ill North Flref fit

i

PHYSICIANS AND RTTRGEON8.
DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Special attention given to Skin,
Rectal and Genlto-Urlnar- y
diseases.
Hours,
a. m., 5 p. m.,
p. m.
.Kooms 4 ana p. Karnett bl d g.
DR. S. L. BURTON
Physician and Surgeon
Highland Office. 10 & Walter street,
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. 1080.

3,

dresser and bed.

I

Attorney at Law.
i
Office In First National BankBulMlna;
Albv,rjueriue, New Mexico. .

Young

of age.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years
American Lumber Company.
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried men between Ihe agea of 21 and 35: citiaena of
United States, of good character and temperate habits, who can read, speak and
For information apply to
write English.
Recruiting Officer, 20S E. Central avenue,
Albuquerque. N. M.
WANTED Boy, between 14 and 16,
American Lumber Company.
WANTED Stokers at the gas plant. Apply
at the Uaa Plant.
a, eertaln" number of boarderi
WANTED
pay your fixed expenses; every ona above
that number paya you a profit; you can always keep the number right by using the
want columna of the Morning Journal.

'

I

UK Y AN

Dental Surgeem.
man" to work in store. Rooms
Barnett Building . Pkona
tf
M., care Morning Journal.
' Appointments
744.
mscm try iuhiI.
AdAn experienced salesman.
dress O care of Journal, giving reference
ARCÍÜTECm
and salary expected.
F. W. 8PENCÉR- WANTED
Address
WANTED

.Medium?
man cannot use all advertising mediums and schemes.
When he tries
It he Is In the position pf the tippler who
tried to consume the entire visible supply of
liquor In tha interests of temperance.
If a marksman tries to use a dozen guns
at once he will stand less chance of reaching the target than If he used but one, and
aimed It carefully.
There la a wide difference between spending an advertising appropriation and Investing It.
Tho wise advertiser concentrates his onm-palg- n
on tho one best medium In hia field.
He uses other mediums on occasionB but
he uses them aa supplementary onea.
A

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any .other New Mexico

;

li.

VV.

m

223SEÍÜC2

Don't argue!

R.

Estate

A young married couple would
WANTED
during
house
like to occupy furnished
Adabsence of ' owner. Oood reference.
dress E. V. T., Journal.
WANTKD Partner In established dreas-- i
making business; small amount of capital
M. V. M.. care Morning Journal
required.
l7adl'8d'Slrlng stylish millinery
WANTED
dressmaking or tailored sultst, to call on
Mies C. P. Crane, 512 North Hecond street,
phone !M4.
WANTKD Dressmaking and plain seizing.
G08 E. Iron.
Helper for kitchen. Apply Sun- WANTED
ta Fe Hospital.
Male
HELP WANTED
preCompetent cook.' colored
WANTED
808 w. Tijeras avenue.
ferred.
town.
Woman
of
A
ont
cook
WANTED
Coal
Empty liag-- at Hahn'a
WANTED
Apply 715 East street.
preferred.

tmgar-coate-

you are not advertising in theMorning
not saving money.

ATTORNEYS.

Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Noce Throat
Oculist and Aniiat for Santa Fe coast
house, mod- lines. Office S18
West Central ave.
FOR PALE Five-roor
ern, J 35 per month. Address Dr. E. Hours' 9 to 12 a.m.:
N. Wilson, 417 S. Arno.
HOMEOPATHS.
FOR SAI.É Two cottages and four corncq
lota, cheap.
Klnster'a Cigar Factory.
DKS. JJKONSON & BRONSON
FOÍt SALE A five room house, also an
Homeopathic
eight room house, latter furnished or unPhysicians and Surgeona.
furnished, both modern; close tn; cheap this
Over
Vann's , drug etor. Phoae:
week; also two seated carriage, nearly new.
Office and residence, 028. AlbuInquire lit East Central avenue.
querque, N. M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
FOR EXCHANGE
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeo.
REÁ'i?ESTATe" in''uoswéri,"'Nr' M for
Call at Los Occidental Life Building, Albnqoer-nu- e.
property In this town.
New Mexico. Telenhon
Angeles
Rooming
South
Third
House,
.
street. Cooper.
VETKRINARY,

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

WANTED

What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

If

CARDS.

le

o.

-

PROFESSIONAL

Mra. Kltnon Stern, 702 W. 303
good wages.
Copper avenue.
general housework;
Olrl for
WANTED
R. L. HUGT
LOST AND FOUND
amall family L good wage'a. Apply morny
Physician and Surgeon
Clarke, (09 West Roma ave
ings. J.
nue,
tf LOST A bicycle from Postal Tele- Rooms 6 and S, N. T. Armljo Building
Aipuquerque. New Mexico.
graph company office. Return to
In millinery de
A ealeswoman
WANTED
ve. nnd reicive reward. DRS SHADRACH & TULL
211 K. Gold
partment at the Boonomf'..

FOR RENT Large barn with stalls for
five horses and plenty of room for vehicles; large hay loft and corral.
Addreaa J.
J. J.. Morning Journal.
FOR RENT T"o or three room oouaea,
furnished or unfurnished.
W. V. Futre! le 502 South Second street

The part returned with their man
and also another Indian namc4 Citia-nwhom Johns implicates
in
the
murder, without having the slightest
kind of trouble ami without having to
fire a single shot In the capture of
Johns or his alleged confederate.
The posse arrived at the Kl Cobo
camp of the Papagoes on Thursday
afternoon of last week about 5 o'clock.
The town was immediately surrounded, but the rangers found that on
closing In that there was not a man
In the camp, they all
being out at
work in the fMda and gathering cattle. As fast as any of Ihe men showed up they were placed under arrest
until It Vas learned where Johns was.
A Vrt of the force started toward the
place or field where Johns was at
work, and had reached a distance of
about 1(10 yards from the field when
two Indians walked out of the wheat
patch, one of them kept on coming toward the posse, while the other one
turned ami started to run Into tho
Ihe brush. He wan quickly overhauled and it wish then discovered that
It was Johns, the man wanted.
The posse having ridden hard that
day decided to camp with the Indians
that night, a number of the force doing guard duty during the night to
frustrate any attempt on the part of
the Indians to rescue Johns, hut not a
single move was made hy them.
The next morning the homeward
trip was commenced and the distance
of 150 mill's was covered In three days'
time, Johns and his companion
in the wagon and various
members of the posse watched their
movements until they were placed In
the county Jail by Deputy Mills and
the shackels removed from their legs,
the Irons having been applied at the
time they were arrested.
Johns, upon being arrested, mude a
statement that Implicated, Cltiano, and
he was rounded up by the posse and
placed In Irons with Johns, and Ihe
two kept together until- they arrived
In this city.
The above facts were learned last
evening from Captain Harry Wheeler,
Captain
Arizona rangers.
of Ihe
Wheeler said that It was very evident
that the Indians did pot know that
the posse was coming, as Johns could
have made his escape, and that the
Indians were taken hy surprise when
thev cam Into town and found the
entire camp under the control of the
white posse.
The posse had considerable trouble
In getting a guide to take them Into
thet Kl Cobo country, as the Indians In
the vicinity of Uuljotoa refused to
the posse, but finally .one
was persuaded to do so.
The member of the posse were
tired from their hard trip and most of
them retired soon after arriving In
the illy.
Captain Wheeler left on the early
mottling train for his home at Naco,
where he will spend a few tlas with
his family.

STORAGE
VvíANfDá7ují?houseñoíd"
w5í7ite..
atorad aafely at reasonable rates. Phona

Personal Property Loans

SALESLAIUKS ' FOR
TIIK OPBNÍM
Of TUB ."NEW,
I.KAIIKK FIVE AND TKN-CEN- T
STOKK NEXT 8ATIKDAY, SEP.
CAM. AT ONCE.
TEMBER

TWENTY

St:"-

"McKlnley county I In splendid
condition: In fact, the county Is In
The New I'ure I'mmI mm ami Law.
such excellent shape today that It
We ara please to announce that Foley'
seems fairly wonderful." said Harry
rolda and lung
Coddlngton, sheriff of that countv, last Money and Tar f"f enuaha.
lea la not affected by the National I'are
night. Mr. Coddlngton arrived In the trout.
aa It rontaina nn enlates
and
law
ru(
Food
city Sunday night tu attend the session or ether harmful rtntsa, and
recommend
of the I'nlleit states court.
It aa a refe remedy fur children and adulta.
"The cost mines around (laljiijj are J. J(. O Klelly Co.
being worked steadily, and vntlitn the
range the ca'lle are fat and fine lookaktiktic rumny. rnwuvu.
ing The cattlemen n Coimnted anil
rains,
which
Ci;- satisfied with life. The
KKMMKll MlliUO. 313
county, irtAii avi;
have done much for McKlnley
"
steadily.
i KOtmiie to fall
r
ynersf? ' 'q'litisri"ft ei-rlTry Journal Want Adsr
msoi In Alhuqileique ricial (l.i.
s

WANTED

over-work-

r

j

Female

aiBaVaUBdé EaaahaaaJaalBaaBMtfM

wen-place-

WANTS ALL TEACHERS
HE CAN GET HERE

r,

For weak, worn-ou- t,
womenno matter 'what has caused tha
break-dow"Favorite Prescription"
will be found most effective in building
up the strength, regulating the womanly
functions, subduing pain and bringing
about a healthy, strong, vigorous condition of the whole system.
Dr. Pierce believes that our American
forests abound in most valuable medicinal roots for the cure of most of our
obstinate and most fatal diseases, if we
would properly investigate them; and,
in confirmation of this firm conviction,
he pointa with pride to the almost marvelous cures effected by hia "Golden
Medical Discover)'." which has proven
itself to be the most efficient stomach
tonic, liver invigorator, heart tonic and
regulator, and blood cleanser known to
medical science. Not less marvelous,
in the unparalleled cures it is constantly
making of woman's many peculiar affections, weakness and distressing derangements, is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, as is amply attested by thousands
of unsolicited testimonials contributed
by grateful patients who have been
cured by it of leucorrhea, painful
periods, irregularities, prolapsus and
other displacements, ulceration of uterus
and kindred affections, oftn after many
other advertised medicines had failed.
Both these world-fame- d
medicines
are wholly made up from the glyceric
extracts of native, medicinal roots,
found in our American foresta. The
processes employed in their manufacture were original with Dr. Pierce,
and they are carried on by skilled chemists and pharmacists with the aid of
apparatus and appliances specially
designed and built for this purpose.
Both medicines are entirely free from
g
alcohol and all other harmful,
drugs. What is said of their
power to cure the several diseases for
which they are advised may be easily
learned by sending your name and
address to Dr. K. V. Pierce, Buffalo,
N. Y., for a little booklet which he has
compiled, containing copious extracts
from numerous standard medical books,
which are consulted as authorities by
physicians of. the several schools of
practice for their guidance in prescribing. It is free to all. A postal card
request will bring it.
.Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure
constipation. Constipation is the cause
of many diseases.
Cure the cause and
you cure the disease. One "Pellet" is
a gentle' laxative, and two a mild cathartic,'
Druggists ' sell them, and
nothing is "just as good." They are the
oriqiwu Little JLiver Pills first put up by
old Dr. Pierce, over 40 years ago.
Much imitated,,,. but, , never equaled.
d
They are tiny
granules-ea- sy
to take as candy.

HELP WANTED

raffs!

CLÁ SSIFIEO ADVERTIS

"With héarly all medicines

ftT SOCORRO
INDICTMENT

25, 1907.UU

....25c

Medium, 2 for

.......25c

Champion Grocery
fr.-f'-

W.

Tijeras

Ate, l'l.one II.

r
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SOLICITORS

MEET WITU
DECIDED SUCCESS

115-11- 7

SALE

pas-

BLANKETS

.

'

STOVES AND RANGES,

jf

ENAMELED WARE,

AMMUNITION.

YOU

Sale 100 Pair 11x4

118 S. FOURTH ST.

Wool

longings. The Wist show Is sched
uled to appear ai Elks theater next
Friday night.

Blankets,

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

CUTLERY,

We have placed on

Miss Paynter

.

N.

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

MILLINERY
FASHION
PRICES TO SUIT ALL

Mauro.
Address of welcome, Hon. Frank
The fair soliciting committee, which McKee, mayor of Albuquerque.
Response, H. C. Strong, Las Cruces.
has been taking a layoff for several
Music, Prof. Di Mauro.
weeks while the actual preparation for
Roll call.
the biggest fair has been going on,
of president, Clarence Ul- Report
yesterday resumed Its work and Manlery.
ager Jay A. Hubo saiA hist night
Report of secretary, B. K. Adams.
that the day had been a very successReport of treasurer, L. F. Montenie.
ful one. A considerable number of
of special commit
Appointments
people who had not been approached
before were seen and their names ad- tees.
Afternoon Session. 2 P. L
ded to the subscription list, while evReports of committers.
eryone else will be called on within
Membership
and credentials, H. C.
the next few days.
The time has come, as It always Strong, chairman.
Executive committee, A. Borders,
comes In the course of preparation for
the annual carnival, when the money chairman.
Finance committee, L. F. Montenie,
Is needed, and to that end the association has secured the services of a chairman.
s,
Richard
Constitution and
collector who is now engaged In makThorn, chairman.
ing thtí rounds.
A.
Legislative committee, J.
The outlook for the coming
chairman.
brighter with each succeeding
Lecture and demonstration on caday. Every report received at head
quarters from other towns tells of daver, Prof. H. S. Eckles of Philadelbig crowds on the way to Albuquer- phia.
Evening.
que. The conventions alone will bring
Ride about the city as guests of the
a crowd, what with the coming of the
members.
traveling men and the wool growers Albuquerque
l
Day, Tuesday, Octolxr 8th.
ánrt the members of the several lodges
which are to hold conventions here . Morning session, 9:30 a. m.
Unfinished business.
during the big week. Albuquerque will
New business.
have a chance to find out how it feels
General discussion.
to entertain an Irrigation
congress,
Lecture- - on embalming, Prof. A. R.
Ten days from the opening It looks
as If Albuquerque would be called Van Toll, of the Frigid Fluid company,
upon to entertain the biggest crowd Chicago.
Afternoon Session, 2 P. M.
In her history.
An information bu
Address, Mr. Moore, of the Colorado
reau is now being organized and a list
or available rooms in hotels, board Casket company, Denver.
Lecture and demonstration on ca- ing houses and private
families will
be ready so that all who come may daver, Prof. H. S. Eckles, Philadelbe taken care of without Inconven- phia: A. R. Van Toll, Chicago.
Third Day. Wednesday. Oct. Dili.
ience or delay.
Morning session. 9:30 a. m.
Report of committee on order of
DEXVKK XKWKIWPKKS HELPING
THE GOOD WOltK ALONG business; rules and regulations.
Election of officers.
The fame of the New Mexico terriSelection of next place of meeting
torial fair has spread abroad and this
Opening of question box, answered
year more attention is being given to
the fair by outside newspapers than by Prof. H. S. Eckles.
Lecture and demonstration on caever before. The Denver Republican
of Monday morning contains the fol- daver, Prof. H. S. Eckles.
Afternoon.
lowing:
Fair grounds, guests of Albuquer
The twenty-sevent- h
annual fair to
be given In Albuquerque, N. M., from que members.
KvcniiiR.
October 7 to 12, promises to be the
Reception and banquet to visiting
most successful ever held in the termembers.
ritory. Probably the most important
Officers.
feature of the celebration will be tho
Clarence Ullery, Roswell, president:
base ball tournament In which is entered most of the fast teams of south- A. Borders, Albuquerque, vice presi
west, and in which there
will be dent: B. K. Adams, Albuquerque, sec
Players have been retary; L. F. Montenie, Santa Fe,
11.750 in prizes.
gathered from every part of the coun-tr- y treasurer.
Memlx'rs.
to strengthen the various teams In
B. K. Adams, A. Borders,
F. H.NW 'Mexico ánd Tt'xas
fast ball
g,
ron
Albuquerque;
St
J. J. Raster,
Is assured.
Besides the bull games there will be C. E. McBean, El Paso; Joseph Gradally horse races at the fair park In nito, Cerrillos; H. C. Strong, Las Cruwhich $8,000 has been expended In ces; A. J. Buck, Alamogordo: Newton
Mahoney,
prizes. The boosters for the fair have L. Jackson, Raton; J. A.
prepared a most elaborate series of Deming; O. C. Hineman, Silver City;
minor sports In the way of bronco W. G. Lane, San Marcial; J. J. Palbusting, Indian dances, native sports, mer, Cerrillos: Joseph Vlnott, Silver
firemen's tournament, trades display City; James A. Duff, Farmlngton; E.
parade, United States cavalry maneu- L. Fúgate, Raton; Clarence Ullery,
vers, the Montezuma ball and a host Roswell; L. F. Montenie, Santa Fe;
A number of R. M. Thorn. Carlsbad, N. M.; M. V.
of other attractions.
territorial conventions are to be held, Lewis, Las Vegas
Applications for Membership.
including the Coronado CommemoraMilton J. Herberer, Santa Fe; H.
tive convention.
Cut rates have been made on all J. McClements, Alamogordo; M. 1L
railroads leading into Albuquerque Koch, Tucumeari; G. H. Van Stone,
and It Is expected that great crowds Estancia.
will be In attendance not only from
New Mexico, but from Colorado and
Texas as well.
Minie, Prof.

in

being a man are in-

terested in clothes.

White, Grey and Tan

One of the worst feature of kidney
Is that It la an lnaldtoua dlaaaae and be
fore the victim realizo
hta dnnger he may
have a fatal malady. Take Foley's Kidney
Cure at the first sign of trouble aa It cor

We tell you plainly
there are no better

Color

in the world

rects Irregularities and prevents Bright'
disease and diabetes. J. H. O'ltlelly Co.

1AR16I0H
10

READY

$5.00

Stein- -

Kot-om-

A PAIR

ii

Sale of the Armory Bonds Now
Waits Only on the Approval
of Deeds to Site by the A-

CIGARS

pared Elaborate Program

of

The program for the second annual
Xew Mexico

Wool
to be held in

for Fair Growers' convention
Elks' theater during the coming territorial fair, Is practically complete,
The program has been completed and offers matter of deep Interest to
for the second annual convention of
men engaged In Xew Mexico's
the New Mexico Funeral directors and the
Enibalmers' association which will greatest industry. Among the adtake place In the parlors of the Com- dresses already scheduled are the folmercial club during fair week. The lowing:
,
program for tho three days session
"The Public Domain," E. J. llullng,
follows:
Folsom.
of
l'1rsl Day, Monday, Oclobcr 7tli.
"Irrigation" R. E. Twltchell, of
Call to ordpr. President
Clarence La Vegas.
Ullery. Roswell.
A. A.
"Kenelits of Organization'"
Jones of Imh Vegas.
"Growth of the Sheep ami Wool InEAT WHAT YOU WANT
dustry In New Mexico," Thomas H.
2
KclciHH! Han Now round tint True Way Catron, of Santa Fe.
"Will Sheep Feeding ' Pay In he
to Cure ImllgHtlon.
Rio Grande Valley?" Frank A. Hub-bel- l,
of Albuquerque.
A few years ago, ?hen a sufferer
"I believe," said Solomon Luna,
from Indigestion went to a stomach president
of the association, In disspecialist, the result was a rigid diet cussing
the convention,, "that we will
list that almost meant starvation.
less than 600 delegates presBut the first thing to do in the case haveatnot
the fair week meeting. Interof Indigestion or stomach weakness Is ent
In
the association is general and It
to strengthen the muscular walls of est
has been bo thoroughly advertised
the stomach anil Intestines, so that among
sheep growers that every
they will care for the food that is grower the
In the territory knows of it
enten. In no other way can this be
and appreciates Its Importance.
Our
done it welt as by taking a
indicate that the attendance
tablet before, each meal. This re- reports
that the con-- 1
stores strength to the stomach anl will be very large and In
importance)
far surpass
muscles and stimulates the pouring ventlon will
a year ago at which organl-- 1
out of gastric Juices, so that the food that ofwas
effected."
Is digested readily and Its nourishment Ktttton
retained In the system to build up enA
XoloMo Minstrel.
ergy and vHallty.
e
negro Impersonators
Real
headache,
Do not think the sick
almost a thing of the past In these
heartburn, bad taste In the mouth, are
e
eccentricities on the
coated tongue, spots before the eyes, days of
sleeplessness and the many other stage, and for that very reason Mr.,
symptoms that are the direct result of George Van, who is rightly termedIndigestion, will go away of them- "The Southern Minstrel," Is consldThe stomuch must be bu'.'t ered the only true representative of
selves.
real old darkey type. Mr. Van oceu-- l
beup and strengthened by
fore you can be well and strong, fice pies a unique position on the modern!
minstrel atage. Inasmuch as his work
from suffering and dlstrewf.
In many of the best homes In A- stands entirely alone In every parlbuquerque and adjoining towns, the ticular. "It Is new," absolutely so.
tablets, so pleas-H- and novel, and still suggfsts much of
handy little
to take, yet so effective, have the stylo of the aged negro Impergiven quick and lasting relief from In- sonation so popular with the people
digestion and that disagreeable" ( full of today. Mr. Van is surrounded by
a brace of comedians who ably supfeeling afler eating.
The guarantee that J. H. O'ltlelly port him In Ills work, and were chosen
Co. give Vf It h every lifty cent box of from the Tanks of all bhicklnc comef
ir jofnnd the money unless dians for the William H. West Mirnrex, nhrtws their confi- nstrel,' giving the manager of the nont-bl- e
4 He re in
org.t minion mi npport unit y to
They take
dence In the treatment.
will not present to the public ft Teal
the whole risk, snd
linlnsirel pt foi nmnce with all Its be- coat you a. penny unless It cures.
UH-k- .

carry a fine line

We

the Big Industry,

and

for fall

Cigars

anrl

To-

bacco.
Try our brands and
we will make you a

customer.
The Monarch Grocery Go,

307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80. ,

PYROGRAPHY WOOD,

Burning Outfits,
EXTRA BULBS,

Ml-o--

TUBING

and NEEDLES.

old-tim-

FURNITURE,
DRAPERIES

CARPETS
AND

BED-DIN-

G.

.
308-31-

$18

WiJ Central Ave.

0

,

-

203

i

We are displaying:
line ut

then

an eiceptlnnalty line

goods and now

to make your

holldoy

Ml-o--

the stock

Me

the time

selections while

Is complete.

nt

$30

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST
,

West

Central

Avenue

Arthur E. Walker

E. L. WASHBURN

Fire Inmimnce. Sccretnry Mutual
hone 505
Ititflritng Association.
West

Tentrnl

A

"

Ml-o--

nld-tin-

CO.

Tenue.

I

W.

ACDCET

Gold!
MEN'S WORK GLOVES.

MeiVs ijnlined work gloves, fireproof tannage, wido leather band,

top with gore at wrist, string fastener, a soft, pliable glove, colors,
black, yellow or olive green; the
50c
pair
Men's heavy work glove, made of
heavy drab color fire and water
proof tanned rawhide, welted scam,
waxed thread sewed, double piece
on thumb, wide band and one snap
fastener on back of wrist, Strongly
made, The greatest glove on earth
for rough wear, The pair ,.r75c
MEN'S

COMBINATION

WORK

riveted around thumb, straight top
with V extension at wrist, This
glove is built for rough wear, The

$1.25

pair

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.
Wc

place on sale this week an

F.

J.

HOUSTON

as-

sortment of toilet soaps at half the
regular price. The assortment
sists of Harvest Honey,

con-

Bouquet,

Ladies' F, P, Military Form corsets, made of fine Alexandria cloth,
full bias gore, well boned, high in
bust, Elongo hips, lace trimming at
the top with ribbon insertion; hose
supporters over abdomen and hips,
This is one of the best fitting corsets made, Each
$1.00

Ladies' Armorside Corsets, latest
shape straight front, lace edging

Cream, Violets, White Rose

and

standard

CHILDREN'S SLEEPING GARMENT

soaps and are never sold for less

This is the time of year that the
children take cold by getting the
bed covering off during the night,
Sleeping garments prevent, this as
they ' Coyer and protect the entire

Butttcrmilk.

.

These are

than 10 cents.

Our special price

Indian tan buckskin palm and
thumb, buck split back and top,
band, string fastener, California cut
with seams on back of fingers,
welted and trimmed seams; an AI

Men's unlined' gauntlet gloves,
made of oil tanned calfskin, 4 inch
leather gauntlet, welted and trimmed seams, A good strong glove
and will give good wear, pair $1.00

Men's heavy white" buckskin
gloves, made from extra heavy Indian tanned buckskin, full outseam
back and fingers, double piece and

Men's Saranac Railroad Gauntlet gloves, drab buck palm, thumb
and forefinger gun cut, reinforced
thumb, pearl color grained leather
back and gauntlets, Steam proof:
$1.25
The pair

body,';;
gray ribbed cotton
sleeping garments for children from
1 to 8 years of age,' Each.
...40c
Children's

Children's heavy gray flat fleece
lined sleeping garments, good and
thick, This is an extra good garment and is generally sold for moro
money; according to size, each..'
60c, 70c, 80c
.

Phone

ii:

CO.,

7

205 West Central Avenue.

CORSETS.

Cold

for this week only is, the cake.. 5c

.$1.00

S Second

nation, Heliotrope, Oatmeal,

GLOVE.

glove, the pair

LADIES'

205

with ribbon insertion at top, 5 hooks
This is the corset that never breaks
down on the side, The best corset
made for the price, Each ..$1.00

Palm and Olive, Witch Hazel, Car-

1

'..Ml-0n:,-

to

THIS LABEL STANDS FOR 53 YEARS
r.:,.1 .":OF KNOWING HOW- s

B, RUPPE

rag-tim-

Ml-o--

and winter
Suits

Albert Faber

I

SECOND CONVENTION OF

lre. convention of tho

Clothes

See Window Display

OI R NEW TELEPHONE NIMRKR 1H
(Id). RKMKMHKK THERE IK
ALWAYS' A f OÜRTEOI'H CLERK REAOY
TO TAKE VOl'R ORHKR.
NO MATTER
HOW SMALL. F. O. 1KATT
CO.

PROGRAM READY FOR

Director?
New Mexico Funeral
EiiilMiImcrs' Association Have

Smart

FOKTY-SI-

ENTRIES roil THE IIAIIY SHOW
WILL CLOSE OCTOBER FIRST
If you are going to enter that baby
In the fair baby show, It is time to get
In line, for it Is not many days now
L GROWERS
until the entries close. Entries are
coming In slowly and thus a few
charming little Infants have a cinch
on the long list of handsome prized
offered.
The committee in charge of .New Mexico Men Will Discuss
the baby show announces that entries
will positively close on Tuesday, OcLive Topics of Greatest In
tober 1st.
terest to Men Engaged in

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

:-

Bloch

$7.50

WORTH

ttorney General,

OF INTKKKST TO MANY.
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure any cose of
kidney or bladder trouble that Is not beyond the reach of medicine.
No medicine
san. do more. J. H. O'ltlelly Co.

no

our

.

Major I?. Ruppe yesterday received
a letter from Adjutant General A. P.
Tarkington, who has supervision of
the armory soon to be built here, in
advises
which General Tarkington
that he Is ready to proceed without
delay with the plans for the armory as
soon as the deeds to the site have ap
proved by the attorney general. Territorial Treasurer Vaughan says that he
is ready to proceed with the sale of
the armory bonds as soon as the deeds
have been approved and as the deed.
are in good shape, there Is no question that things will be moving on
the armory site within a very short
time.
Mrijor Ruppe yesterday received a
very satisfactory letter from Mr. C. L.
Pollard of Espunoln. ' Who was one of
the subscribers to the fund for the
pickling plant, and who has a balance of his subscription remaining in
the fund. The letter follows:
Española, X. M., Sept. Ü3, 1907.
Mr. K. Ruppe, Albuquerque, X. M.
Dear Sir: Your letter of the 20th
received. Have no objections whatever to the balance of the money being used as you desire.
Yours truly,
C. L. POLLARD,

--

-- --

IDE

HURRY

--

matter where made
or by whom than

UT

s

re

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

OF

,When ordering ask for Dr. Price's by name, else
the grocer may forget the kind you are 'accustomed to.

Time Has. Come When Coin is
Needed and Collector is
Making the Rounds;
ProsInvocation, Rev. W. J. Marsh,
tor First Congregational church.
pects Rosy for Big Crowd,
Di

25,' 1907.!-;'

MAUCiE
RAABE
First, Bet. Central and Copper Aves.

ADVANCE

Tlie finest in the world

t

SEPTEMBER

4

mlMánig Powder

0S

WEDNESDAY

"Vf

1013.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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morning Journal
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Manager.

Entered as second cum mailer at lh
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JOIRXAL IS TOH
THK MORNING
New
I.KAIIINfl RKI'TBIJC' AN PAI'KK
MKXH'O, HirrOHTINO THK FKIM'II'I.KI-HAl l. THK
THK RKPI BI.IOAN PART
TIMK. AM THK MKT MODS OF TUB
1'AKTV WHIN THEI AKK

or

RMHT.

Larger emulation Ihaa any other super la

Xew Meilro. Tha only PP-- r III Mew MrW"
laaaed every day In the year.

"The Morning Journal ha. a higher tiren
la t loa rating than I arrordrd to any other
paper In Alhunnermie nr any other dnily In
New Méjico." Tha Amrrlua Tiewrpnper ll- raelory.
TFRMfl OK 81 3M. ItllTION.
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I'lrst reports of the liursum trial ut
Silver City gave the public to under
Hland that the case went to trial on its
merits, that the court had before it
the Safford report, the report of the
Colorado Title and Trust company,
mid the territory's bill of exceptions,
drawn by Mr. Mcli.irg. and signed by
Attorney Coiicnti Prich.trd. Put the
official record shows that when the
cHfe whs reached In court the bill of
exceptions hail been over-rulethe
report of the Colorado company was
excluded by stipulation, approved by
the court, and which became part of
the record, anil that there was absolutely nothing before the court except
the kclcion of the Safford report after all references to the Colorado report had been eliminated and as the
essential part of the Safford report
consisted In the main of attempts to
refute the findings of the Colorado report, there was practically nothing
left for the court to pass upon except
the bare and uncontested demand of
Mr. Murium for Judgment against the
territory in the sum of four thousand,
dolthree hundred and thirty-thre- e
cents, and as thtre
lars and slxly-slwhs no objection to the claim on the
part of the territory, the court could
do nothing but grant It.
All thai is clear enough and requires
no explanation, but why the territory
should withdraw all the foundations
upon which it could defend llself and
in treasury, and allow Judgment to go
against it by default. Is one of those
abstruse legal problems which the
.Morning Journal, not being up in the
Intricacies of the law, does not attempt to explain especially In view
of the "act that the attorney for the
Colorado Title and Trust company lias
Va id In a published Interview that lie is
prepared to prove the correctness of
the report made by his company. In
Hut no
any proper proceedings.
doubt all Ihis will lie made clear in
due time, so that the public may understand it.
x

AliniT THE PHILIPPINES.
We have copied from time to time
the expression;! of prominent Journals
In different pails of ihe country, on
Hll Sides of the Philippine question, to
see and Judge for
let our readers
Iheni-clvi- s
as to the drift of public
sentiment upon this question among
the American peopli and II Is our
opinion, after carefully reading all
sides, and all the various schemes
and propositions that have been pre
flito'l or suggested III connection with
the matter, that the following "xl.ing-up- "
of the cac by the Washington
Star. Is probably a very fair expression
of the opinion of ,i considerable majority of the people of this country
regarding the Philippines, as well as
the lest of oqr insular possessions:
Here are certain propositions, says
the Star, which may be laid down as
fundamental truths with regard to the
distant possessions and Insular interests of the United Stales: The American people will not sell, trade or
aluiiiilon the Philippine Islands, or In
upon
nny degree lessen their hold
Hum; i hey will not dispose of Hawaii
for any consideration; they will hold
fast to p..rlo Ith'o; they will not
their Interest In and control
over the Island of Cuba; they will not
withdraw from their supervision over
the fisial nft. ill. of Sun Domingo, ill
brief, the foiled Slates will not take
one backward nl" In regnrd to these
outl)li,g territories, which are today
H her
wholly or partly under American dominion.
Tliew truths remain fixed, despite
the effort of certain Interests, which
find their loudest mid most persistent
voice through ihe medium of the New
Yoik Herald, to make It appear that
there Is a popular discontent with the
presen! policy In this regard. For
many weeks of late the Herald has
been endeavoring to create the Im- ireslon that a sentiment In favor of
selling the Philippines Is growing In
Ihls country, fly skilfully manipulating Ihe words of a few people and distorting the views of officials and legislators, the Herald has made a certnln
showing
hh h may perhaps for the
moment impress the unthinking Into
Ihe belief that the United Plates Is
tired of the bargain it struck at Paris
In

im.

The United Hutea will hold fast to
Ihe Philippines for three good and
sufficient reasons. In Ihe first piare,
we need those Islands us a naval and
Iraile base In the far east, In the sec
miJ plaée, we We doing iheie a Work
of humanity and civilization. In the
third place, we could not wlih honor
Kifety transfer them to
or f ie.ll!
Htiy other power, and they are not In
ii condition lo be turned over lo their
--

people for
without
supervision.
If a fingle argument were needed to
peiKuatle any American citizen of the
technical value of the Philippines to
the United States It is furnlnhed by the
very clreumutance which sent our flag
into those waters at the outset of the
war with Spain. Commodore iJewey
was at Hongkong with his squadron
and was forced by international law
to depart. There was no harbor open
to him under the laws of neutrality,
no power serving the L'nfted States as.
the French nerved the Russians in the
war with Japan. Dewey had to cut
and run. He could strike across the
1'ncific- for the United States, a long,
hazardous voyage, leaving the enemy
free to prey upon American shipping
In the Pai 111", or he misrht strike horn
and make a base for himself in the
enemy's very stronghold. His orders
were to select the latter course, as the
most sensible and the best stroke of
naval strategy. He created out of hi
necessity the very solution of it, and
thereby solved at the game time all
the naval and Incidentally the commercial problems which had been vexing the people of th United States
throughout the years of this country's
enormous trade development.
Apropos to the same point, Major
... ncster, of the United States army.
on ills way from the Philippines to
Washington, gave an Interview to the
New York Herald, In which he said:
"If the sale of the Philippines were
effected it would have to be to some
nation as strong as the United States.
At present, owing to America's armed
intervention, the islands are peaceful;
at least they were when I left on June
The govern ment lis done excellent work; and I believe the better
class of Filipinos are grateful. Perhaps within a generation
might be tried.
"As an investment the Philippines
nre a white elephant, but from a hu
manitarian viewpoint, the retention of
the Philippines- is excellent work."
The La Follette boom is now In experienced hands and well housed In
Madison, Wis., and real business Is
under way. This restless and aggressive man Is sometimes called the Jiry-a- n
of the republican party. Hy others he Is likened to Mr. Hearst. Ills
candidacy for president is not taken
seriously by ell her the lloosevelt ur
the Fairbanks people. They do not
believe It possible for him to rally any
great support. A more Interesting
question relates to what he will do
when the pinch comes at the convention, and later, with the support, great
or small, he does rally. He and the
president are not far apart about matters, and Judge Taft, as the'president's
man. might be acceptable. Hut would
Mr.
Follette accept Mr. Fairbanks
as the candidate?
There are people
,
who doubt It.
-

--

Ii

.MAKES ITS OWN STEEL TIES.
We learn from a Pittsburg

report

that the Pennsylvania railroad has
now made a real move
in breaking
away from the United States Steel
Corporation, as was threatened
In
steel rails some time ago. The road
has completed arrangements for making all of its ow n steel ties, and is now
at work on a tie which. It claims, is
so much better
than any idea advanced by the Steel Corporation. The
railroad will make all Its ties at the
Cambria works at Johnstown, Pa., a
mill owned by the road.
Some months ago the Pennsylvania
submitted to the corporation an idea
on steed ties, with instructions to have
It worked out in steel.
Like the Cas
al! rail, however, It was not readily
laken up by the steel makers, and the
railroad arranged to make all Its own
tl's at Johnstown, and a mill has already been put on the work there.
At present the road is experiment
ing with Its tics at the Herry and Ihe
Coiieinaugh yards. The new tie is a
bulky affair, to lie filled with con
crete, and thus far It has seemed to
do the work required. It will tie given
level
a hard tryout in the yards on
ground before being tiled on the main
tracks.
It is understood th.it the railroad
has Informed the Steel Corporation
Unit no more orders for steel ties will
be given II.
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showing the real opinion of the people conclusion that line of argument
would give Hughes a cinch on his
nomination, wouldn't it? Tucparty's
After referring t the suit of J. M. son Star.
Sandoval against George Albright, to
Put Salt on It.
recover the emoluments of the office
Next the nature fakir on the Housof assessor, which the Handera had
ton Post will discourse on the habits
said was similar to the Hubbell suits of the El Paso Sunday cocktail.
against. Justo ArmiJo and Perfecto El Paso Times.
Armljo, and after showing the merits
When, and Wlicrc and How.
of the Sandoval controversy, the OpinIt's none of our business, of course,
:
ion Publica proceeds as follows
but Just as a matter of curiosity, we
"Now, then, let us see why' these should like to ask the New Mexican
most distinguished Hubbells were re- who it was that "vindicated"
Prlchard. Also, when, and
moved from office. Why? Py the where, and
and how? Hoswell Record.
arbitrary act of a governor? No, sir.
But because they were misappropriatThink or That.
It Is noticeable that almost every
ing the public moneys; in other words,
that Mayor Bursum comes to
they were using the public funds for time
town some new public Improvement Is
personal uses; or, more clearly, be- set on foot. If, now, Mayor Bursum
cause they were stealing that which could only arrange his various busibelonged to the public. And this pub- ness and political affairs so as to stay
here ail (Ije time! Socorro Chieftain.
lic, humble, despised, trampled upon,
robbed and vituperated, tired of such
The Master Politician.
Everybody wanted Roosevelt for
abuses, protested, and Governor (itero,
president,
but lloosevelt wanted Taft.
giving ear to the just complaints, put
It looks as if Roosevelt would have his
a final stop to the abuses, to the way. Jiesides being a statesman,
a
stealing, and to the Imperial power, soldier, a writer, a lighter, and peacehis act falling like a thunderbolt on maker. Roosevelt is the master politiof his day. Rio Grande Repubthe heads of those who are still be- cian
lican.
wailing their popualr misfortunes, the
Hubbells and the Handera.
Known ut Headquarters?
Coyotes are eating the heart out of all
"And that this is the truth is eviin the Greeley disthe
denced by what the people did at the trict watermelons
of Colorado which shows trtt
comsupport
of the
last election in
we are pretty near the border of the
plaints against the Hubbellian meth- wilderness still. El Paso Herald.
Wonder if Max Frost is acquainted
ods, when the Hubbells were knocked
with the coyotes' love for watermelout, and left quarreling and dissatis- ons?
Lake Arthur Times.
fied with their fortune, which never
Coining to the Fair.
again will permit thein to fasten their
The agricultural display at the Tolclaws on the money of the people
erance county fair at Estancia, Octoand this, this Is grief, indeed."
ber 1 to 4, promises to surpass anyThe point at which the foregoing thing ever dreamed of In the Estancia
rains have caused
touches the public Interest is In the j valley. The recent grow
of all kinds to
by leaps and
warning It gives to the public that the stuff
bounds, so that a number of extra
Hubbells still think they have a little large samples of various kinds of stuff
political life left In them, arid hope to w ill be, on display. The local mana-ger- s
take the best of the display
have more In the future. The last lo thewill
territorial talr tor an exhibition
paragraph of the article above from in competition with
the other counties
the Handera shows this, and more es- of the territory. Estancia News.
pecially the losing words of the same.
Moriarty Comliijr.
Those who have not yet forgotten
The Commercial club of Moriarty
how this county whs driven almost has arranged with the fair association
Into the vortex of bankruptcy by be- at Albuquerque for u space at the
coming
October
for the ex
ing forced to pay for the luxury of hibltion fair,
of farm products raised near
Hubbell government, the outrage, the Moriarty. One member of the Comwrong, t he insult and the contumely mercial club will lie in charge of 'lie
they were forced to bear while sup- exhibit and will boost for this part of
the Estancia valley. Unfortunately
porting that luxury, and the almost for our settlers there has been no
superhuman struggle they had to mi'ike prizes offered for crops grown on sod,
themselves from the but we will be well advertised, at
in delivering
Hubbell tyranny, and the Hubbell rob- least, and may possibly capture u
bery, will not be disinterested observThe club would like samples of all
ers of any scheme to galvanize the de Ihe good farm and garden producís
part of
funct Hubbell clement into life. The that have been raised in this
the valley this year. If it Is delivered
people of this county have put the here
.by Saturday, October r.th, il will
Hubbells in their political graves, and (hen be taken to Albuquerque, where
they have put them there to stay, and it will b arranged for exhibit at the
these vague intimations of an attempt fair. Moriarty Messenger.
at resurrection, should be sufficient
Poppies.
Just a (light of scarlet birds
warning to the public. There lias been
Fluttering in the corn,
no change in the price of liberty. H
Red wings beating through the mi.-- l
is still eternal vigilance.
Trembling in the morn.

CLUB
HOUSE
FLOUR

of the county.

THE

Ho;

Order it the next time you
need flour.

spring Is made from
The No. 1 single cone, patented
H steel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It Is also
as
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between,
well as on the slat, and making It perfectly noiseless. It Is also
none.
by
While
and enamel baked In ovena which are excelled
It is specially Intended for heavy weights It la equally good for meten
(:hese
about
Belling
springs
for
dium weights. We have been
years and have never seen or heard of one sagging. We and tha
makers themselves guarantee this spring for ten years and the price is
only $5.00. For sale- - only by the
all-ete- cl

No.

9

BELLE
SPRINGS
BUTTER

CHASE &
SANBORN
TEAS AND
COFFEES
known everywhere as
the very best.

"A SURE THING"
That Loose Leaf Devices, special made
We

can make them any style or shape to suit your needs

B.H.Briggs&Co

Ii. S. LITHGOW,

DRUGGISTS.
Pharmacy, Gold
Street.
Highland Phiirmniy, Cerner of East teatral nnd Uruiidwaj'.
Proprlrtom

of

AlTsrado

first

Avenue nnd

120 S. Fourth St.
James Slaughter.

THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
Wholesale and Retail

DEAL12K IN FKKNII AM) SALT
Hpetlnlty
Biiwutae

Hogs

For Cattle and

ket Prices

(Yvt

O. Price

others acquire riches" by judiciously Investing

And thero Is n

are offering

some good ranch property, also a few furnished house.
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PIONEER BAKERY
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MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
aro having llltlo arrapa from time to time.
Wo arc phased to know that dirficultlca do
not beset us whon It cornea to rctuinlng the
V""d will and continued patronage of people
who untniKt ua with their plumbing contracts. Tho rcnaon for this will easily manifest llself once you havo tiecomo acquainted
with t Ii o tia-- s uf work we do. Aa we employ only experienced plumbers and uee the
beet material yu tan depend on getting
lilKli dims work at all times.
Estimates

sconces;

Fair shining, maidens pass. I hear
the sleet
The United States constitution, In
tempest ruge nni'inu;
The night-hor- n
Joseph H. Foraker's opinion, ought to
the trees.
tie harder to put out of business than
Though frayed and rent
One rough cloak shared wllh me were
a regiment of colored soldiers.
blithe content!
C v. in the atorm,
'INSULTS AMI NONSENSE."
I
wbn l.ove. I should lie nfe
Fared
md warm!
some
Is showing
Hon Francisco
Ahlis lumbar, In
slight signs of reviving animation,
fiirml liar Frvfer lid Rummer Told.
In u
It Is hard to sea wh.
A. .1.
UlMvllle. Indiana, writes:
late issue of his weekly La Handera,
year I suffered for three month- - wllh
"l.s'
4 summer cold so distressing that It Interunder Ihe caption, "Second Edition of
I had many of the
fered with my business.
Insults and Nonsense," he snys:
Sure lo Help.
,
ymploma nf buy fever, and a doctor's
t
temen
stii
authorized
According
to the
"La Opinion Publica, organ of the
did not reach my case, and I took
Irrigation congress in- several medicine which aeemed to only
populist faction In this county, during Hie Natonal
my
Fortunately t lnimil
Into every Industry
new
life
fused
the dangerous Illness of lis chief ed- n round Sacra mento City, Cul., where upon having Foley's Honey and Tar In the
yellow
prnkage.
It quickly cured me
and
itor, under the management of the was held this year. To county and
My wife hna Inoe used Foley's Honey and
In
boiidi
$1,5(10,000
IsIssue
to
city
voted
In
charge,
temporarily
has
editor
with tha same succe-i.- "
J. II. O' H lolly
Improvement Immediately Tar
sued a second edition of false charges. for general c'ongress
adjounu'd. The Co.
the
after
Insults and nonsense against the for- people of Sacramento City voted a
ROMVYKI.I, AlTOMnnilr.K CO.
mer republican administration of this sum equal to one dollar for every
Mall and pauenger Una between Roawell
promote
N.
to
M..
woman,
man,
child
and
and TorraSice. N. M , dally, Sunday
county. It Is a repetition of all that
congress, and they are satlslled Ini'lii'ted, riinertlng with ail traína on the
the
be
people
false,
know
to
the
which
and Hanta Ke Central Itailr tads,
with the returns. New Mexico and A- Rock Uland
tave Koewell at 1 p. m. Iav Torrance
and of which no part has been sup- lbuquerque should profit Just as well on
of
Hock laland train dua al I a.
arrival
ported except by street talk and false next year and It betiooves the en- in. Punning tima hetwwen tha two polnta I
it honra. Mealé furnished at Camp Needmora
unanimously
make
to
territory
tire
publication!.
one of the best convention ever held. free of charge.
partlea accommo"All the people of this county and
dated by notifying tha company two daya Id
Otero County Advertiser.
advance.
of Ihe territory know, as tlino has
A Mailer of Number.
proved, that the Hubbells were arbila yone preeeni employment getting In he
Hays the Santa Fe New Mexican'
trarily deprived of their offices by t lie
lew MoraReed aad aaawar
"The republicana of Oklahoma did Inlnlerahlrf
ine:
Journal war aria.
unlawful action of Governor Otero, better than we expected." Did the
for political purposes. See the decis- New Mexico suppose that there were
ión f the supreme court of the ter- no republicans there at all? Tucson
Star.
Canned Fruit Way Up
ritory.
"All Ihe people know that the
Ioglc.
charges which have been made against
Home are claiming that Lieutenant
Ihe Honorable Frank A. Hubbell, In flovernor Chanler is entitled to the But not wllh na Wa will aell you the
presidential nomination,
this county, have not gone beyond democratic
because "he was Ihe right hand of
brand, J ' pound cana of pearhea,
mere r hinges and not one has been Governor Hughes" In the light for re.
logical
pluma, cherrlea, bla kberrlea, Itartlelt
sustained, either criminally or civilly. form legislation. Carried to Its
The whole thing was born of prejupears or grapee at per ran
tflr
dice and sneaking political schemes,
LADIES
CAN
WEAR
SHOES
Cocoa. .. .t.Te
can
$ound
llaker'a
Waller
but- this has done
them no good, one
aire amaltar after nalag Allen'
pound tan Chocóla le.KIc
wherefore they are angry and will be
a powder la be ahaken Into tha ahoes. Waller Ilakir'a
It makea light or new ahoea feat
riHrlv.a barge rana of
more so n time passes."
Collón Tomab.ee, I for.,,. 25c
Instant ralle! la orna and bunlnna. Hatha
The foregoing feeble outburst fee- greatest eomfnrt dierovary of tha age.
- ef other bargains at
hundreda
la
for
and
a
cur
utAllan
tired.
certain
ble ut compared with franelsco'a
wealing, hot, aching feet. At all dniggleta
terances In his days of power was and
ehoe atores, l&o. Don't aecept any
Fur KrtKH trial p. knac aleo rtee
provoRcd liy an nrllcle In the Opinion
UIIIOII,
Kainpl
the FotiT-KASHaoitarr COHN-I- ' GASH BUYERS'
Public ! of Hi plember 14, In7. Ihe AO. a of new
Invention, addreaa Alien M.
In Her part of which la Interesting us Olrnatad, V Boy, N. T.
.
M
NORTH
HM'OND
UTRRKT.
lit

purchase

vvc

our linking, you eat hrpiid not
lililí--.
Jimt buy one lout of lit 8TKR
IIHOWN und no! lie the line nnd elime grain
In rnniimrlMin with mime of the drugged
TiihIim better, loo, nnd costs
.iluiiil kinds.
Why nol, then, eut
no moro per louf.
M STIlt líltOWN 1IKKAD?
If It

battle-chiilleng-

age-gloo- m

dis-

tinctive, from., all

WHEN YOU EAT BREAD

.

from silver
torches glow

styles are

Western styles as

leap on oak and curven
stone,
The great logs bla.e defiance to the
blast,
e
wild
Whoso bleak
rocks alone
These massive walls, thai roar of
siege have passed.
Out In the storm.
Could
but fare with Love, I should
lie warm!
Out In the dark.
My soul would soar und tsing with any
lark!
flare

In

212 S. Second St.
SEE E. O. PRICE,
TKI.KI'IIONK

Mar-

Our

( '.);
And flash on Jow
m l tanl.
aril sel
Under the statute which goes Into Amid brave cheer, where throngs a
goodly show
effect two months hence the Filipinos
Of reveléi s for joyous least log
will have a far greater control over
met.
their local affairs than the people of
Vet whut Is bread
India are allowed to have after 150 When for one voice the hearl Is famished ''
years of British ascendancy.
Out In the gale
Hand-gri- p
in hund-grl- p
over dealli
Whatever may be the objections to
prevail:
the automobile, the Indianapolis News
says It is surely of great assistance in In gleaming Hllken robes, with dainty
feet,
reducing those swollen fortunes by
Against the
of neh Up- distributing them among the heirs.
estríes

their suvlngs

better place to invest in real célale west ot tbo Mlseleslppl
than Alhuquorque anil vicinity. We have botl Improved and unimproved property for
Suitable for
ale at reteonnble prices. We have one acreage tract Inside, city.
A,ure money maker for the ono who lias the foresight to snap it up. Wa

real estate.

MEAT

the Biggest

Is

BrrftKl

See E.
'Some are burn rich,

HAIR GOODS
Mr. and Mrs.

Bookbinder and Rubber stamp maker. Phono 021. Journal Building.

PARLORS

PARISIAN BEAUTY

Fire-shado-

Lights

books,

blank

rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.

Fires extinguished by the rain,
Brown where once was red,
Crimson feathers from the birds
Fluttering overhead.
Archibald Sullivan in Appleton's.
Need

West End of the Viaduct.

CO.,

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

always good.

Cups of blood along the road,
Flaming 'mid the trees.
Ruby 'shadows 'gainst the sun,
Up and down the breeze.

The Washington Star thinks that
purpose'
of the new
the original
Pennsylvania capítol may be overlooked in the popular tendency to regard
it us the world's most magnificent
monument to graft. Hut the popular
tendency in that regard Is a grca,t
mistake. The sheriff's office in Bernalillo county, under the late occupant of that office, was a monument
lo graft twice as big as the Pennsylto the
vania capitol, In proportion
field it occupied. When it comes to
to
building magnificent monuments
graft it must not be forgotten that
Bernalillo county still holds the
world's record, and expects to hold It
till those who made it are fortunate
enough to find a bigger opening In
some broader field. But the graft In
the Pennsylvania capítol doesn't make
even a good second.

Spring
ed

I

til. AIT.

I

T,

THE BREAD BAKER,

Hay-nol-

MONUMENT TO

LEGGETT-PLAT-

i

BORRftDAILE'S

Bargain
Store

cheerfully furnished.

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
STOVES

AND RANGES

122 W.

117 GOLD AVENUE.

Stiver

Co.
Hell"Plumber
J.TheL.'Promot

A;,

SomeCurrent
Comment

ca-- e.

HIGH

SHOE

TIME

high time to quit
wearing Oxfords and Slippers and change to using
high shoes,
It is

LIG'HTNINflHAY

PESSE

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

to for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
.aa fixtures, a bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to ua. Wa do
new work tnmgloU or any kind
I
repaJra. Our work Is hi at and 10 ara
our price.
aa to where to

This is the only sure way
to avoid catching a cold,
Our new fall and winter

styles arc ready for your inspection, and prices are so

that the change
an easy one,

low

Men's

high

shoes
$2,00 to $4,00,

will b.e

STANDARD

PLUMBING

AND

HEATING COMPANY.

from

Foot-Raa-

Faot-Ke--

e.

Women's high shoes from
$1,75 to $5,00,
Boy's

high shoes
$1,25 to $2,50,

from

high shoes
$1,00 to $2,50,

from

Girl's

fly.Úi

Second

ijl

life
THE SQUARE END OF IT

Mia-Io- n

aprl-col-

S, J.Ko

Ff It, shoes nnd slippers,
from $1,25 to $1,85,

!3

x'?

TT

TTS B Ai

V

Í

:

:m

.

i

:

y'.:

"

a:

Ii your and ot It when you deal with ua In
lumber, whether you want beama aurfaced
on
aide or four; boarda plain or board"
planed, longued and grooved; lath, ahlnglea,
or what not without knota or other defecta,
It a elicit of wood In thle yard Isn't flrat
rlaaa wa tell you an, and charge you only
"seconds' price If you want it at ell
Tours for a square deal.

&e HIO GHANDE
LVMBEH COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phone 8

THE ALBUQUERQUE

ALBUQUERQUE

ill

SHORT FUSE S

'HlIDEli
FOR

:

,

There was plenty doing at the
t'nion stock yards yesterday, iays the
El Paso Times.
Five thousand head
of sheep and 400 head of cattle were
loaded there for Fort Collins. 'Colo.
Siteep and catt'o belonged to the big
purchase recently made In Mexico by
Colonel Charles Hunt.
Not a single
sheep was lust by the dipping, though
a year ago Mr. Terrazas lost 200 out
'
of ti.OOti from dipping..
The sheep were dipped ami fed
here. The cows were also unloaded
and fed here.' The Tast trnlnload of
heep was sent out yesterday morning and last evening the 400 cow's, ten
carloads, left for Colorado.
"There is no telling," said Colonel
Hunt yesterday, "w hen I will be able
to get the last of my purchase of
head of cattle and sheep out of
Mexico.
The railroads are treating
live stock men very shabbily just now.
They come out openly and-sathey
So not want our business, t ut the live
stock shippers will have their inning
when this present rush is over and the
roads are again soliciting business.
"At present the railroads
do not
want to handle perishable gondii at all
for the reason that they have enough
of the othir kind to tax their hauling
capacite. In Northern Colorado and
T'tah the roads have removed the
tops from their stock cars and are using them for hauling beets, while in
Southern Colorado the slock cans are
being used for handling coal and

Jeff Ake, Shift Boss at Torpedo
Organ Mountains,
Caught by Explosion,

ALREADY

BEGINNING TO ARRIVE

f Special

in

CurrrximnUenre

Morning

Jnitrimi.

Las Cruces. X. M., Sept. 2 3. News
has just reached here oí a fatal accident,
the first fatal Occident to
Real Estate Men Look for a occur and
nt the Torpedo mine tn the Organ
east, of this town.
mountains
i
Bigger Army of Seekers for Sunday morning
Jeff Ake, snlfl
boss nt the mine, was firing a fuse.
- Mild Climate.This Year Than The fuse was
short and Ake did not
allow himself time enough to get
Ever Before,
away. He was caught by the powerful dynamite explosion and terribly
injured.
"I anticifiiito a bigger doninml for
He was quickly taken out of the
houses on Uio j:irt of wlnt vi hnve i shaft nnd carried to his home where
Hatfield and Johnson did all they
como to cull the 'winter icoj;le,' than lira.
could for him, but at noon he died.
A!l)uo,uornte Iiiih ever had ti) supply The funeral which was held today
bofore," fald a woll known rcul estate was largely attended, ns the dead man
man yesterday. The real extnte man was highly popular in, the camp, lie
and sister.
leaves a father, brother
-- j.
hud just finished showing a sood
WOIIKS WOXDKHS
housewife md her dutiful ituslmnd
12
through three or four of the hours on
hl.-Cures Tiles,
A Wonderful Compound
list, and he was tired.
lÁzeoui, Skin Itching, Skin
"This house hunting business is
Ki'iiptloiis, Cuts und
strenuous," lie wild, "and it Is just
Iirulses.
about as hard work for us who show
Doan's Ointment i tho best skin
the houses as it Is for the people who treatment, und the cheapest, because
little is required to cure. It cures
ii re house hunting.
In fact, Í believe so
piles alter years of torture. It cures
we work harder. Hut that Is our bus- obstinate cases of eczema. It cure all
iness and it begins to look as if busi- skin Itching. It cures skin eruptions.
scratches and
ness is going to be mighty good this It heals cuts, bruises,
abrasions without leaving a scar. Jt
fall.
cures permanently. Albuquerque testimony proves it.
"There have been an unusual
A. M. Whltecomb, living: at 325 N.
ber of empty houses in Allitnnwrijup Eighth
street, Albuquerque. N. M
this summer, although there have not days: "I have nothinn to retract from
been so very many at that. This con- the recommendation 1 gave for Donn'a
some five years ago. What
dition has been due entirely to the Ointment
I
stated was to the effect thttt
fact that Albuquerque is rapidly be- thisthenpreparation
had cured me of a
coming a t'ity of home owning people, breaking out?, which, if "not eczema,
this trouble, and
the surest sign of our stability. Every closely resembled spot
was confined to a
the size
man who could do It during the past of a silver dollar just about
betyw one of
two years has been busying himself my knees. Of and on for ten years
building a honro, and as u result we it had annoyed me, always being
worse when I wus In tied or if I would
will need them all this year. Alrendv sit ncAr
I consulted two of
a f'n'e.
the winter people are beginning to our leading physicians but what they
come in, people who are looking for gave me proved of no more avail than
the different kinds of salves and
the mild climate of Xew Mexico and nil
ointments that I tried. I had no faith
for the advantages of a 'lively city and in Doan's Ointment, expecting that It
good schools at t'ae same time. They would act similarly to the other remI had used, but I was surprised
are finding Just what they want in A- edies
o find that the first applicationstoppcd
lbuquerque and the calls for houses are the itching and a short contin' Increasing
daily. Albuquerque has uation of it use healed the place afThe fact that I can say after
had a vast amount of mighty good fected.
this long Interval that there lias been
advertising in the past two or three no return of the trouble is pretty good
years, and so has NYw Mexico. With reason for my willingness to confirm
my original statement.
At the time
every ear the Influx of health seek- of
my using V'oan's Ointment one of
ers and climate hunters has increased my grandchildren bad salt rheum on
md this year, according to all reports his arm and the Irritation was so great
It caused him to scratch continuhi' h come 10 inc. is goh c to set the that
ually. Despite the fact that it had
record. The real estate business Is the resisted
all treatment, Doan's Ointunrest Index to the prosperity of any ment effected
a cure and one which
us
city and the outlook for
during the
I cpn recottf
been permanent.
coming winter has never been so good. has
mend this preparation nt all times tut
This Is going to be the best winter sea. one that can be relied upon to act as
son Albuquerque has ever had."
represented.
Fore sale by all dealers. Price SO
Co., Buffalo.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United
DIPPING
States.
ltemembor the name Doan'a and
take no other.
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ABOUT

Central

HOW' TO AVOID AITKMHCTri.
who
Most vlcllnirt nf apppnitlrltiB nrti lhn
i
orino Laxative
ceiiHllputlnii by
hmvols. mut re- -

ira luitil nal ly cnnstltpateil.
Krult Syrun cure- chronic
.tlmnlutliii, the liver and
uteres tlie natural artlen
orine l.nxHtlve Prnlt Syrnp
ale i.r xi lne Und ' mild
ttetuso miliKtltutna.

lake,

.1.

nf

Homes,
The great combined campaign of
the government bureau of animal industry and the New .Mexico sheep
sanitary hoard, against sheep scab In
New Mexico Is about done for this
season. The dipping has been practically completed anil many of the inspectors employed under the bureau
of animal Industry by Itr. Marion
lines, the inspector In charge, are
leaving for their homes in the cast
Several Kansas City men who havi
been working as inspectors during the
summer left last night for their homes,
jimong them lnsp fetors t W. Campbell. U C. Smith. Otto K. Junge, S. A.
C. Collins
Walters, U. M. Dldeter.
ltalpli Mi'Itromn and C. C. Freeman.
government
has had liliy inThe
spectors In New Mexico during the
summer and the sheep sanitary board
has had as many more. There hri
liten a wholesale dipping of all sheep
nnd a burning and disinfecting of
brush and other corrals where Infection Is likely to be retained. The
'campaign has been thorough and
in its effects, and will be of
Inestimable benefit to the sheep growIt will be
ers of this territory.
next season nnd continued until
all trace of cab Is eradicated from
the New Mexico rungos.

COAL BILL NO BUGABOO
IN COLD BAY, ALASKA
The- mat nnd tito wood man, likewho
wise the gnu man nnd the man heatsystem of
operates the turn-it-o- n power
plant, nre
ing from it central
not wanted In the region about (told
They an; welcome, or
Hav, Al.iHkn.
course,, for the Alaskans nre hospita- ble folk, but they would find fomlI1PSK dull.
very
Cold Hay It really Isn't
r,,,-..- !j
situated on the south tildo o.
the brink of land that Mivtches westward and dwIndleH Into Islands, Thcr-havbeen extensive discoveries of peCobl
troleum in tin" tenion between
opHav nnd the bnv which I on the bay.
posite sido of the beak Hrlnfol
with
this
And the petroleum has to do
tale.
be,
found,
It
has
si
I:i several places
he brown, slimy stuff, which Is known
commercially us petroleum, oozed out
the ground and tlowed down the valInto the valleys. The
leys about Cold Hay nre boggy at the
bottom, und there are considerable
deposits of peat.
The petroleum. In flowing down tip
hillside, evaporated to ft considerable
extent, ho that, instead of sliil.ln,.
through Into the ground. It merely
soaks the pent with oil. The petrol
um-pecan't be beat as a fuel. All
you have to do Is to cut out
a chunk with ft f piulo mid carr Jit
home, where It burns vigorously and
long, ; It ibusn't need " partícula.'
stove t be bunted In. and It doesn't
peed ii meter, And tliero Id plenty for
all mho IU uliftul Odd Hay.
e

Little More

Is fill Hint
tie harrnli'ss nelf inline
A
fond I"
will keep' yen ell Ule stmll-h- t
pnnpei ily. Ctilllvfite an InteiviU In your
I,
hy
lining,
til"
e:ullnif nnd
i.wn itérenla
11

rhiain',l

mlt, rexnlurly
miikiiiK tln-nrvp yen, laklliK Ihem Into dully
ef elToit. On tht! ituy Ihut no
one itilvertli,
Ihe 1'iinn you wnnt. then
wrllo an nil yenrself. nuking for It.
wnnt ml.
Ulvo
wlili ihi-nhem t;,sk Pi do errand, queiO.
llariiei.i them jniMlelty
Ihn wnrt niin- - mid keep them nt
flelflsli- wet k f'.r ymi. Il' u hnrmli-llfrHfl.

'

and Ice Co.
Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

HOTEL,

CENTRAL

GRAND

Excursions

s,

i

t
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Southern Arl.on.t Shipments.
(Tucson Star.)
In a recent Issue of the Star a long
reference was made to stock movements in this and other southern
counties. Through Inspector Oeorge
V. Scolefield the following of
late
date is given:
Three hundred and forty-fiv- e
head
of3 horses were shipped two weeks ago
to S n Antonio, Texas, from the Vail
dates Kmplre ranch, through the
Pantano stock yards. Yesterday
head of equities, including thirty-on- e
colts, went out from the same point
to Serna & Jenkins, account of order
which fell short two hundred head.
Oscar Huckalew will commence to
gather a shipment of horses to be
consigned to King Pros., Kansas City.
The fchlpment is to be made from Tuc1

Ll mi Ik':: ni:i ted ('tipper
Anneelula
Alh.uez
A reailiiin
;Arl:on.i Commetvlni
'
Sni;ln:iv
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A
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hundle everything In our line
Write for Illuatrntorl Cataloguo nnd
Price List, Issued to dealers only
We

ti

Telephone

3'i roKNKR FinsT

.T,

fu
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it

iiv

I'ennsytvanla
Si. ut hern
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Denver and Return
$23.70
Springs and return$20.75
Pueblo and return
$18.95
Chicago and return
$53.30
St, Louis and return.. $52.90
Kansas City and return $44.55
Norfolk and return, (60
day limit,)
$72.90

Colo,

X) Of
(laid CrowiM
Onlil I'lllliiKi, upward from
II. HI
I'lilnlrM Kxtrnetlort
Ar
All Work Alimiliiteljr (innriintrrd.

DRS. COPP & PETTIT,
13. N. V. Armlju

llnnn

llnlldliu

North Third Mtrrrt

Colo-

In

-

HAY
.K.I.
Wines,

CHOCK.KIKS, I'KOVIMIONS,
anil Fui-IKtne line of tinpurtl
J 'tuco
muí t'lftiira,
yuur
11(1
with un.
thin

onltra fn
'OK HO
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SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
I

COl'XTV
DMIil i;

FA in.
1907.

2H-Ü-

till." to Socorro niul

triiim

New Mexico, and the

Tlcki--

Sept.
limit (li tolnr 11.

27 lit 20.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

GROSS,

&

on

Sttli-

-

KELLY

SKI'
$1.1(1.

Itct urn

COMPANY
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.IMS,

Central

Wholesale Merchants

RAILROAD

.

--

... M
lili
... IV Through the fertile San
.. i
...
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Oabriel K. Angulo will ship a carWI
mirlen
load of beef cattle to Yuma, for his iisi !,,
la
own account, today. The stock came t'arrott
Mining

RradslreeCs on Wool Market.
Uradstreet's says of the wool market: With the Improvement In the
financial situation, and the consequeiu
easing of money rales, actual ami
prospeei lye, demand for wool from the
manufacturers hns Increased greatly,
and during the nast week large sales
have been made, with others pending,
of the largest mills buying freely.
soe position
of the market Is now
The
very strong, with prices holding firm
here nnd abroad. It Is stated that the
leading local houses have sold from
M to 70 per cent more wool than at
this lime last year, and that the aggregate of the s.i'es during tb pa'
ten d ivs or so has been larger than at
nnv lime since the new clip came on
the market. Worsted wools are still
In best demand, but there is o steady
'Improvement in demand for clothing
wools. All grades of wool are selling,
both graded and in Uie original bays.
Among the sales of "the week were
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flallihcr will load several carloads 'of horses for shipment late this
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,!, linnet niul Arizona
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Almost every wnnt art vertlHentent thnt Ii
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Self-Intere- st

Southwestern Brewery

Minstrels

p.

Cultiváis

hmvela.

I'KI.TH.

nun-ne-

fff,

the

ZAKTH.

lines net imuse-- !
and pleusnnt tn
11. O'ttlelly t'u.

from Arivaca.
Qulney Mining
The general round up In the Happy lthoile Island
valley. Santa Hita section, started last Haven
,
.
'opper
Saturday to work back to the Pan- Santa
tr.ii TiioisxToN. Tiir, ( i.i:.m:i:.
tano, point of water, through the Shannon
Superior anil I'illshut'K
kf.fi rn:'i; or ovir kaxsas Scholefleld ranch, to Kmplre. thence Ta
UCCK SALT IX VOl It IIOKSK'S south to Patagonia through Mustang Trinity
,..
Tu: I'llX'H WII1, IjAST
and the Whetstones, to Kmplre. This I'lllleil ,',.pp. r
M AM.Ki:. A
Is a hi? affair, seventy-fiv- e
wc'-nmen be- Ml. ill Coiiseliilalet) .. .,
months, k. w.
ing required in conducting the ans. i n. st st. rnoxrc 10.
Wolverine
in
nual round-uThe "clunk wagons" Vletoriu
Ad
Want
are with the outfit.
llnitenlnc.

Great Results Accomplished
Big Campaign Against Scab,
Inspectors Leaving for Their

at

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

IllOKS AMI
(Alamogonlo Advertiser.!
There were shipper! from Wi'ler''
Tim fiiPiiftlnir qnotntinni, en hf lei. nnil
11th of September, 786 head of pelts nro furnished liy th John l
nan
stock cattle for breeding purposes, by I'nmpany of IhlH city:
,1H
heavy,
Dry
hides,
lb..,
Hahbltt & Co. The cattle were from
Hi
,1114
(Pi.
IIHht.
the Roswcll country and went to
r,' 40 OF AMERICA'S GREATEST
Or en helm. U.
Winslow, Ariz.
KkltlN.
,i:t'i
X'. l. iV..
September 2. one carlop.d of horses Shee
. On.
MINSTREL STARS.
.n
Ill
she.irliniia.
were shipped from Tularosa to chll-derNo. S.
lie. s'tearlliikTS.
Texas. Shipper. Harrows
(Pint skins, Ni. i. in..;.
J. V. Latham, cattle Inspector for
do. No. 2 anil Angora.
A GORGEOUS SCENIC
i ::t
Lincoln and Otero counties, Inspected Kins Clleh .
the stock before shipment. Mr. Latham states that tlvw wiil be quite a
MININO STOCKS.
movement of cattle later to market
ltnptun nnotntlnna nre furfotliiwlni;
The
At
feeding.
present
and to winter
V, brokers, uver their
PRICES
there are huge nuinhemof sheep be- nished liy l' Unit
$1.00, 75c, 50c.
ing shipped from the Instancia valley. own privnle wlra tn AlhUipieripia, K. M.,
4.
Fepiemlier

111

id.

Phone

ClLUp Telephone 789

Xew Mexico Shipments.

XT TO Tin: WISK
SMOVM) UK SI ITK I KM'.
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ET US TRY TO" HELP
The Square Music Dealers

"But some day this rush will be
over, and then the railroads will be
appealing: to the live stock men for
business, and then we wiil hae a
talk to make, and It will b? made
good and strong."

FOR THIS

SEA

large lots of MontdTi.i In tile original
bags at 25
Idaho in the
original bags at 24e, flue staple Idaho
nt 2 5c. fine staple Mont. ma at 26e-- ,
Colorado and New Mexico at 21
2.1c, Wyoming three-eightlblood at
27c, clothing Idaho nt 22 cents, and
quarter blood territory at 26c. Fleece
wools are In small supply still, recent
YDU
REALIZE
SOME OF YOUR IDEAS ABOUT PIANOS.
sales including Ohio fine washed deOhio unwashed delaine at 3x
WE LIKE TO HAVE PEOPLE COME IN WHO ARE INTER-- ,
laine at 32c. three-eightblood
Michigan p.t 32c. half blood Michigan
ESTED IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
nt 32f 34e, Michigan quarter blood nt
3tk , Ohio quarter blood at 31c. XX
Oiil,-at 34
nnd fine unwashed
Ohio at 27c. Staple Oregon wool is
we'l sold tin at 15
with
clothing Oregon nt '20 if 21e. and vallev
No. T Ore;;in nt ?5íf 2Sc. Texas wools
are In ftnall s'ock, eight months having sold at 23c for small lots. Fall
Tvis woo! Is onening nt 2021e. Xew
California wools nr' being sampled
fn ely. hut very little heve arrived ns
yet. Scoured territory wool sold at
fiRe for fine and fi4f6ñc for fine medium. Owing to the firm markets
ire.,d. there has been more Inquiry
VV. Gold
for foreign wools. New Zealand rross-bred150
50s to 56s, having sold during
toe week nt 42c. with 40s to 44s nt 40
tiMlc. in fair sired lots. There Is very
sales,
little interest in the London
which will open September 24, owing Elks' Theater, Friday Sept, 27
to the smn'l selection suitable for this
o"ti-rend the offerings will be very
Whenever yon want your IVoscriptloiis filled promptly and accurately or
small, amounting to but 90,000 bales.
If
you want DKI OS and MtlDlCIMlS sent up to your house In a Hurry.
ONLY
NIGHT
ONE
Poth the English and continental markets are very firm, and It I" ixnected
that fine merinos will open about 5 per
cent higher, with crossbreils unchnng-- i
37TH ANNUAL TOUR.
ed. Australian markets are vet y firm,
117 W.
BLUE FRONT.
Ave.
land keen competition Is expected at
the T.1e!bourtie sales, which will open THE
GRANDEST
OLDEST,
October K. with large purchases for
this country, as many tostón buyers
ORAND COSTLIEST
will be In attendance.
DRINK PILSENER BOTTLED BEER
GANIZATION ON

coke.
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25,1907.
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Sold tn Albuquerque by the I. H. O'Rtlll

Crt.

Mexico

JSfebv

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE, N. M., IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LI.;ES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
t

The Helen

ofon and Improvement Company
'
iXMCORPOKi.TS01

ot
streets and avenues, rwn in the business
consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds; The Atchison- - Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading its extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
'
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has & population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It Is the
largest shipping point for flocr, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through BcIcn to
Qhico, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots ottered are low in prices and terms easy. On, third of purcfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at 8 per cent per annum. Tille perfect and waanty deeds given.
chase money cash; two-thirCome early if you wish to secure the choice lots, For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or wlte to

Are the owners of the Belen Townsite,
center ot the new city and directly upon

70-fo-

up-toda-

te

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHN VECKEn.

rresident

WM. M. HE'RCE'R,

Secretary
i
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IN FALL FOOTWEAR

r

51

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
Mgr.

We Shoe and Clothe the

COAL

ÜPT01I, GEYLOII

FOR CASH ONLY

AMI

pair. Children'! school shoes a specialty. Fit and .wear guaranteed.
LEON HERTZ0G.

RICHELIEU TEAS

ERECT A LARGE

We are showing the moat
Une of footwear ever shown In the
city, at popular prices. Values In every

I"

10
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Feet

AMERICAN BLOCK,
CERRILLOS .LIMP,
ANTHRACITE,

INDIAN TEAS

URNACK,

rrnownkd' world over

MIXED.
NUT,
A COKE.
CLEAN
SMITHING COAL,
WOOD,
NATIVE K.INDLINÜ.

AT THE

31$ West Central Avenue.

Important Plans Laid Out at
Go.
Meeting, of: the Synod of Richelieu Grocery
118 W. C.nlri Ave. Phone 235.
New Mexico and Arizona in
-

LOCAL

ITEMS

Canna and Arthur La Drlere did the
OF INTEREST twirling for the Sisters' school, with
Robert Bledsoe behind the bat. Frank

Tierney and Paul Stevens constituted
the battery for the Pick-Up..
M. H. Wood,
a mining man of
Golden, X. M arrived In the city last
night.
Deputy United States Marshal Harrj
Cooper left last night for southern
Xew Mexico on a business trip.
Carmen Montion and Lotta Alsye,
two Indian girls who graduated at the
local Indian school, left last night for
Hampton, Va., to enter' the Hampton
institute.
Miss Stella Clissold, for some time
a teacher In the Albuquerque public
schools and who made many friends
during her stay here, died Friday last
at Morgan Park, III. News of her
death was received In Albuquerque
yesterday.
Frank Trotter, Jr., and Frank
Jr., son of Mayor Frank McKee,
have gone east to attend school, young
Mr. Trotter goes to enter the school
of electrical engineering at Lehigh
Bethlehem, Pu.,
university, South
while young Mr. McKee returns to his
school near Washington, D. C.
The First Regiment band of the
Xew Mexico Xational Guard will leave
Saturday morning for Socorro to be
present at the opening of the Socorro county fair. On Friday night
the band will give a free public concert in front of the Harvey curio
room. All admirers of martial musio
should be present.
aged thirty-nin- e
Juan Sanchez,
years, a well known farmer of
six miles west of Albuquerque,
died yesterday morning at his home.
The funeral arrangements
are In
charge of Undertaker A. Borders, and
the funeral, which will be held from
the family home, will take place when
advices have been received from relatives In Flagstaff, Ariz.
F. M. Smith, better known as "Borax King Smith," an official of the
Twenty Mule Team Borax company,
who have made the Death valley district of California famous, passed
through Albuquerque last night en
route to Oakland, Cal. after spending
the summer In the east with his family.
The Smith party were in their
private car. "Hauoli," which was attached to Xo. 1. "Borax King" Smith
walked up and down the platform for
several minutes, but refused to talk
about anything but his pleasant vacation in the east. Mr. Smith is Interested In the Tonopah and Tidewater
railroad, now being constructed In
California, which the Santa Fe railway Is also interested In.

Las Cruces.

FRANK TROTTER, Mgr.

'

....

.

7, II.

s.

In tht event that you should not re- calva your mormnic patter telephone
the Postal Telegraph Ceaapaay. giving
neme end eddreea and the peper will
be delivered by a epcclal maasengar.
.
Telephone

AV.

P. Metcalf was a visitor In

Rer-nulil- lo

yesterday.
Jamos I. F.ukln was a passenger
t
Santa Fe yesterday.
The regular meeting of the Elks
will be held this evening.
H. A. Sleyster left yesterday on the
limited for a visit In Gallup.
Otto Ewing. of. Las Vegas, was
among the viators yesterday.
Mrs. Hen Hi bo. of Bibo. X. M., Is
visiting friends In Albuquerque.
I. T. Whiting, of Flagstaff, Ariz.,
spent yesterday in Albuquerque.
Mrs. George D. Lee, of Douglas.
Arlx., spent yesterday In the city.
Attorney R. W. U. Bryan was " a
Vegas yesterday.
passenger to
Mrs. J. J. White, of Los Lunas, was
a visitor In Albuquerque yesterday.
Seferino C'rollott. of Old Albuquerque, visited In Bernalillo yesterday.
lr. und Mrs. H. E. Klrshner have
returned from a short visit in Estancia.

Mo-Ke- e,

o,

COMMITTEE EMPOWERED '

Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of

Albu-

109 H.

querque Chairman of Committee Which Will Build the
Institution,

UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,

The synod of Xew Mexico, which Madam Steward-Lam- b,
embraces the Presbyterian church In
SECOND
STREET,
110
SOUTH
has Just
Xew Mexico and Arizona,
annual
closed the most successful
session in Las Cruces. A large number of members of the Presbyterian EXCLUSIVE
MILLINERY.
church were In attendance and leading speakers from the church at large
were present among them. Rev. "Dr.
All kinds of oosl ni wood.
Bradt of Chicago, Rev. Dr. Calhoun The
CRA1GE
of Nashville, and Rev,. Dr. Donaldson
of Denver.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
important
Undoubtedly the most
Albuauerque's Finest
apwas
by
synod
the
the
action taken
PHONE 4.
European Hotel.
pointment of a committee of prominent ministers of the synod to take up
Silver Avenue.
the work of securing a site and proHalf Block from 8anta Fe Depot
viding funds for the erection of a
H aliea.
ANTHRACITE
GEORGE El ELLIS, Proo.
sanitarium designed to do its share in
AMERICAN BLOCK.
caring for the many afflicted who are
MILLWOOD.
are crowding Into the southwest. The
on the
synod definitely determined
KINDLIKU.
plan und its committee has full power
MERCHANT TAIIiOR.
to proceed with the work.
MOUNTAIN WOOD.
Bev. Hugh A. Cooper of Albuquer Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits Cleaned, Pressed and Repaired.
que has buen one of the leading
105 North First Street.
workers for this notable forward step,
having coming to reullze fully the
through
neeil for such an Institution
and is
his work in Albuquerque,
THE BIG FAIR IS COMING AND
chairman of the committee which hus
been placed In charge of the work. .
The first work of the committee will
be the selection of the site for the
sanitarium, and already Silver City
has offered to donate a large tract of
land for the purpose. Mr. Cooper
hopes, however, that the Institution
Are Prepared to do any and all kinds of electric decora- may be secured for this city. But
wherever it Is located It Is the detertion. Give lis a chance to f igure on your work. We can
mination of the committee to make
Institution such as
it an
save you money..
will fill the great need of the re-

thos.

prices and suve

408 WKST
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shlpt Oysters, no chemical pre- servatives used. Natural flavor.
freshness and quality guaran- Fresh shipments daily.
HAN
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THE DIAMOND PALACE.
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Co.

is

323 S. Second Sf. Phone 791
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COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,
Work
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and Quick
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refits
le, 20 and $ tentAt i

Evsrr-Ing.

We have a complete line of
these ranges.
Silver Acorn ... .$50.00
Six-ho-

s,

,
P. O.

I, aad rnstlauM

Silver Acorn.. .$15.00
and $5 a month.
We also have the "Quick Hak-erfour-holat $27.30.
at $30.00.
$5 down

."

e,

Six-ho- le

hunt
IppUai

br

Furniture

Strong

BIK.

Fourth and Central Avenue.
In

Ranges

G 1 íxsswar o

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

WORK

TO

ENTRUSTED

;THE PRESIDENT,
COI.I.EOK,

US

WILL

RECEIVE

I

OUR

BEST. ATTENTION.

WHITN Y COMPANY
401, 403 North First Street.

113, 115, 117 South First Street.

WHOLESALE j

HARDWARE
I

Infurmstloa ndijraas

NEW stKXICO.

F. II. STRONG

1

This la th strongest flra-bo- x
made
and Its durability la gua.rn.rted.
Shall be pleased to explain the
construction ot the box and la
shew you the guarantee.

We Carry a Full Line

;".

em-bmi-

AfiKlcn.TTRAL

le

Four-hol-e

Granite W ivroC ro cker y

Tbs only srbuol nf domiwtla eelsaee
within a radlsa ef five handrad sallas.
Osea ta all rosne womaa ever slshlesa
S
he bars eomplatad the
srlteol branrbea.

far fsrthar

Acorn"

Fire-Bo-

aatil March I, 143.
risaaaa la nsoklng, sawing and ether
sskJerU pertalnlnc U lbs borne.

PICTURES
r
Ksplgl surnnlr
'

The

We Have in Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.

(OIRME IN PRACTICAL
HOtSf.KKKPlVU.

Inn

Beats

in

'

ALL

UHuhor

"None

Hk.rdv?kxe9 Stoves ecpd

MECHANIC ARTS.

('vraa brclns

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ma.rqur.tte Avenue,

Dealers

OF AGRICULTURE AND

HIIORT

t

WAGNER. HARDWARE CO.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

New Act.

artil

First Street

Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.

r O It SALE i
KiM btrh tné

Burks far

MOVING

evry Tuesday

ALBVQ VERQVE LUMBER CO

Fine Registered Anpra Bucks

THE FOUR FRANKS
EDISON

I

L

PHONE
IKON AVENUE.
til
bm a trial.

MS KANT

at the

ma

I'alform

Hrvt.
J. H. COLLINS, Proprietor.
prtt

Hew Stock Just Received

,

exclusively in
Acorn Steel Ranges

--

first I'lms

1

It insures
greatest economy of
fuel and is found

First das (Shoemaker and Itopalrer.
GKKEN FKONTv 105 NOUTH FIRST.

VERVALIN

In a launchable

Wall .Paper!!.

x
P&ssea rx current of intensely heated
air over the surface of fire, causing the
combustion of gases and heavy smoke
which ordinarily escape unburned,
wasting fuel and filling flues with soot.
This is the most Important Improvement ma.de In range construction for
many years.

P. Matteucci

VentrlliHiulst.
BILLY BEHAN- Dancer and foncsrtlna Specialist
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Hot Blast.

Groceries and Provisions

J. W. LOGAN
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The Central Avenue Clothier.
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Rats.
North Second Street

Simon Stern

Acorn Steel Ranges
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A Full Line of Toilet Articles
SECOND AND GOLD
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W. L TRIMBLE & COMPANY
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Cold Soda

Pure Drugs?

STORE

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
GODFREY
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VPJNWDRUGCO.
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No Ice or water touches Heal- -

1

BaKing
Quickly
Done
With Little Fuel

Saddle, Saddlery, Leather,
Findings, I'alnu.
Before buying exumine our goods and
HArueaa,

to-fi-

all-wo- ol

Excellent JSSS;
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BUSINESS MEN
..

131.

TELEPHONE

Marx

Good style In clothes pays in business; people judge you by your clothes
first.
If you're in Hart, Schaffner &
Marx clothes, you look like success;
that's a big step toward it.
fabrics; made t
Made of
all sizes of men.
Our new fall stock is ready for your
Inspection.

MORELLI

502 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE,
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STRICTLY SANITART

105 North ilmt Street.
GOOD BRAN. NATIVE PRODUCT,
oarefully sterilized.
Everything
XO SHORTS RKMOVKD; STRAIGHT,
Liquid Head Rest.
CliKAN ARTKliK, K. VV. l'MO, 602-60- 4 sell the
S. FIRST ST. PHONE 18.
PAGEL, Proprietor.

A. S. Brown, agent for the Santa
Fe at Thoreau, was a visitor In the
city yesterday.
H. S. Van Slyek, live stock agent
for the Santa Fe at El Paso, was In
the city yesterday.
I. H. Kapp, a prominent architect
of Trinidad, Coló., spent yesterday in
the city visiting friends.
and Miss M.
Mrs. II. Edwards
Thompson of Hlsbee. Arir... were visitors In the elty yesterday.
Superintendent Clinton J. Cnindull
,,f the Santa Fe Indian school, was
in the city yesterday on business.
The Boston Ideal Opera company
which has been at the Casino for the
i,iit week left vesterdav morning for
Santa Fe.
Forest Sunervlsor Hugh H. Harris
for Estancia on a
left yesterday
week s trio through the Manzano for
est reserve, of which he has charge.
Mrs. W. I'. Strain, and Mrs. Frank
gion.
Murnhv. of Albuquerque, and E.
The following extract from the min
Mir.iln nf Harvard. Ills., will leave to
of the synod shows the scope of
utes
Canyon.
morrow for a trip to Orand
INDIAN SCHOOL
the work:
A remilar meeting of the WomanV
"The Synod of Xew Mexico Imliellef corns will be held this after
pressed with the very great need and
By
noon at 2:30 In Bed Mens hall.
the charitable character of the work,
..nter of the president. Sadie How- recommends the establishment of a
ditch, secretary.
sanatorium to be under the direct su,
pervision of this synod and hereby
Uev. Warren H. DuHarr, of Tueum-cariappoints a committee of five ministers,
X. M., was In the city yesterday
of the
one
I.
from each presbytery
lie Is returning home from as Cruces
synod, who shall choose five laymen
where he attended the meeting of the
to act with them on said committee
Hresbyterlan synod.
INSTITUTION
and who are empowered as follows:
Hon. O. X. Marion, president of tin
1.
To secure a site, select a name
yesterStale Xatlonal bank, rcturnou accomnd consider the scope of the Instiday from Chicago, where he
tution's work.
s
panied a party of Albuquerque
2. To solicit and accept gifts in the
men u few days ago.
Albuquerque
While the
Indian name of the synod.
Bev. Xorman Skinner, of Las Vegas, school Is one of the oldest In Xew
3. To Incorporate such institution
and Bev. Samuel MeOII! of Baton Mexico, within a short time it will and prepare for the election of a
yesterlook like a comparatively new Insti- hoard of directors ot the next meeting
Albuquerque
passed through
day, returning to their homes from tution, as the large number of new of the synod.
the
buildings
being constructed at the
,hs Cruces where they attended
Following are the names of the
school are nearing completion.
of the Presbyterian synod.
Hugh A. Cooper,
Bev.
committee:
Superintendent
his
Custers,
between
Sheriff Harry Coddinglon. of yes. duties in looking after the school, chairman, Albuquerque; Rev. Warner
H. Du Bose, Tueumcarl, X. M.; Rev.
countv. loit Albuquerque
X. M.:
Vegus, taking Michael spends considerable time In overseeing John Meeker, Alamogordo,
terday for
Forty
men
work.
the
construction
Scanlon
asylum.
Rev. Frank C. Reed, Flagstaff, Ariz.;
Kcanlon to the Insan-- '
working
grounds.
on
tmw
are
afthe
Monday
Love,
C.
asylum
Ariz.
H.
Rev.
Clifton.
was ordered to the
The new dormitory, dining hall and
While the plans for this Instituter an examination before Judge Ab- other
buildings
nearly
completed,
are
In
embryo,
still
the institution
are
tion
bott.
ami ground fur a new office has Just itself hus been definitely decided on
Carl Daniel Stuckel,
sideA
system
new
been broken.
of
and with such a powerful organization
mm nf Jacob Stuckel of Old Albuquerwalks has been laid all about the
no
que, died early yesterday morning at school leading from the office to the ' a the synod behind it. tnere is
private funeral various buildings. The water system question of its success. It would be an
til lather's home. A
Albuquerque could
was held yesterday afternoon nt 2 has been completed and each and institution which
Mr.
well afford to go after, and
o'clock. Bev. Ernest Moser of the Lu- every structure Is now furnished
ith
every
Cooper
receive
will
doubtless
ofliclatlng.
church
theran
water.
encouragement In his effort to secure
I)r. Alexander Hluck. of Fort DeTwo electric pumps, one for irriga It locution here.
yesAII)Uueriue
In
pur-1
wun
lhi me, Ariz.,
tion and the other for domestic
terday, the gucHt of Kev. John H. poses, nave oeen installed, and also a
school. small light plant, so that whenever the
;,ihx of the Menaul Mixsli.n
returning home from local gas and electric light company
Dr. Hlaik
Cruce, where he attended
miln to supply the school with the
light, the pumps will be started to
meeting of the Presbyterian synod..
Tin. Kxtnncla vallev annual fair will work, with the assistance of the new
he held at Kstancla. beginning next steam holler Installed In the engine
next Tuesday, October 1st, and con-- ! house.
of
Inning for four day. A number
expect to attend!
.llni(ueitue people
! HALL WAS GLAD TO
auto-the fair, a It I hoped the new
No old Emh1h on our
mobile line will be In operation by
GET TO PRISON!
that time.
We more
sliHve.
Mrs. J. M. Kendrlck and daughter.
mU our entire
than
Mis
Kllabeth, were In Albuquerque Connlerfelter Seemed Well Salaried
stock everjf month,
yesterday to meet Bishop Kendrlck,
to iict Itelilml liar St l,ca vciivvorlh.
thereby Insuring you
whom they will accompany a far as
Columbus. O.. where they will vls.t
fnwli good
all the
on to
Dr. Oeorge I. Hall, the counterfriend. Hlshop Kendrlck going
time.
triennial
In
city
by
the
the
feiter,
this
attend
annrehended
Vu.,
to
Itlchmond.
general conference of the Kplscopal local police and Indicted by the federal grand Jury, and sentenced to serve
church.
years in the I'nlted Stales penl- Itev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of the two
ATRIAL IS CONVINCING.
church. Rev. John H. tentlary at Leavenworth, Kus., began
morning.
Sunday
sentence
serving
his
school,
Mission
liis of the Menaul
Crelghton M. Kornker, I'nlted States
and Dr. Charles K. Lukens returned
marshal, returned home yesterday
to Albuquerque yesterday from I
where he took Dr.
Cruce where they attended the meet- from
According to MarCASH
ing of the Presbyterian synod of New Hall last week.
Dr. Lukens Is shal Koraker. Dr. Hall seemed conMexico and Arlxona.
tented all the way to Kansas, and Instaled clerk of the synod.
OPPOSITE POSTOKFICK.
he was glad to begin his
went down timated that
The Tlernvy Plck-l'p- s
In bidding Mr. Koraker
a sentence.
EICHAR and CO.
STEVENS,
to defeut yesterday afternoon In
receiving
at the penitentiary
hotly contested game of base bull on adlos
room,
Dr.
said:
Hall
the Held at Klghth and Itoma avenue.
Watch Us Grow-"I hope to see you again In the near
The victors were the sturdy players future, but under different
circumSisforming the second nine from th
stances. Oood-bye.- "
Wttcl Cur Business ISetbods Win.
ters' school. The pitching of Arthur
deputy I'nlted
C. K. Newcomer,
was
school
Im Drlere for the Hlsrers
who accompanied
Ulules marshal.
the feature of the game. In the ninth Marshal Korsker to Leavenworth,
had three men went to Chicago Sunday morning, and
inning the I'lck-l'- p
on bases, with two out. when Pltchet he fs expected home today.
THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
Iji Drlere fanned hi man, saving the
Wlers
day for his side. The scor:'
V. II. (aDKDIK.lt, Manager.
Fresh Frog legs.
12.
Joe Mc- ld Ave.
110 Wrwt
school. 13; Pli
I
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FOB
HEAIMJIARTEIW
NAVAJO BUXKim AND
INDIAN AND MEXICAN UOOD8.
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TELEPHONR M.

J. W. BENNETT

SITE

TO SELECT SUITABLE

:

Mine

RETAIL

J

and MilLSupplies; Plumbing and. Tinning; Stoves, Ranges; Tin and Enameled Ware
Arms and Ammunition; Mail orders Solicited.
-

